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ABSTRACT

The coincidence analysis of proton-proton (pp) scattering events from a MeV proton

microprobe is an unique method for 3D hydrogen microscopy, where sub-ppm atomic

sensitivity is achieved in light materials with µm depth and lateral resolution using

17 MeV protons. Up to 25 MeV protons can be used with a new detector system at the

Munich microprobe SNAKE. Hence, the analysis of unsupported samples with high

mass density or large thickness up to e.g. 50µm tungsten, 150µm silicon or 250µm

plastics becomes possible.

At these energies, new challenges arise and are solved in this thesis for the dedicated

setup at the Munich Tandem accelerator:

(1) The optimum beam brightness and stability is required in particular for

µm lateral resolution in large depth as well as for meeting reasonable measure-

ment times. Therefore, a new multicusp ion source has been installed at the 14-

MV Tandem accelerator with the brightness of up to B = 27µAmm−2mrad−2MeV−1

at the space charge limit of 30 kV extraction potential. Beam transport calcula-

tions are performed and reveal the limits due to the Tandem accelerator stripper

foil in conjunction with the intrinsic astigmatism and possible parasitic influences

on Bmax = 23.5µAmm−2mrad−2MeV−1. It brings up the injection parameters and

improvements for a future injection system to get an optimized phase space volume

for an optimum brightness Bexp at the experiment. With the existing system, even

Bexp = 2 µAmm−2mrad−2MeV−1 has been achieved. This is 20 times more than with

the previously used proton source and equals the originally suggested design value for

the microprobe SNAKE.

Additionally, it was required to construct and install a new water-cooled beam

micro slit system as an object aperture for SNAKE. It includes a possibility of tandem

stability control as well as combined heating and cooling pipe system that minimizes

vibrations and temperature dilatation to less than 1µm even up to 250 W blocked

beam power.

(2) At the data analysis, the efficiency of the angular and coincidence filtering

has been calibrated using a special Monte-Carlo simulation code. This enables an

accuracy better than 5% for the quantification of the hydrogen content independent of
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the thickness of the sample, the atomic number/composition or density. The simulation

has been verified on multilayered sandwich targets, demonstrating a depth calibrating

from the energy signal of the protons with an accuracy of better than 1% of the sample

thickness. As a basic requirement, the energy dependent scattering cross section data

have been evaluated with a precision of 0.2%. Furthermore, detectors energy resolution

of better than 30 keV for 17 MeV protons has been achieved with a new calibration

method using elastic and inelastic scattering signals of thin foils. This allows correction

of energy loss effects in the pixels of the detector and finally optimizes the sensitivity

to the sub-ppm level. The system has been successfully applied for measuring the

hydrogen content in buckled niobium hydrogen films showing enrichment in the buckels

and confirming theory of hydrogen release with relevance to hydrogen storage devices.



ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Die Koinzidenzanalyse von Proton-Proton(pp-)-Streuereignissen mittels MeV Pro-

tonen an einem Rasterionenmikroskop ist eine einzigartige Methode für eine 3-

dimensionale Mikroskopie von Wasserstoff-Verteilungen. Dabei kann unter Verwen-

dung eines 17 MeV-Protonenstrahls in leichten Materialien eine atomare Sensitivität im

sub-ppm-Bereich erreicht werden bei einer Tiefen- und Ortsauflösung im µm-Bereich.

Durch ein neues Detektorsystem können am Münchener Rasterionenmikroskop SNAKE

Protonen-Energien bis zu 25 MeV verwendet werden. Dies ermöglicht die Analyse von

freistehenden Proben mit einer hohen Massendichte oder großer Dicke, wie z. B. 50µm

Wolfram, 150µm Silizium oder 250µm Kunststoff. Unter Verwendung dieser Protonen-

Energien entstehen neue Herausforderungen, für die im Rahmen dieser Arbeit speziell

für den Aufbau am Münchner Tandembeschleuniger Lösungen erarbeitet wurden:

(1) Eine optimale Strahlbrillianz und -stabilität ist insbesondere für eine laterale

Auflösung im µm Bereich in großen Tiefen erforderlich, sowie auch für eine akzep-

table Messzeit. Aus diesem Grund wurde eine neue Multicusp-Ionenquelle am 14 MV-

Tandembeschleuniger installiert. Diese liefert bei einem Extraktionspotential von

30 kV eine raumladungsbegrenzte Brillanz von bis zu B = 27µAmm−2mrad−2MeV−1.

Mit Hilfe von Strahltransport-Simulationen konnte gezeigt werden, dass die Tandem-

Stripperfolie in Verbindung mit dem intrinsischen Astigmatismus und parasitärer

Einflüsse die Brillianz auf Bmax = 23.5µAmm−2mrad−2MeV−1 limitiert. Um ein opti-

miertes Phasenraumvolumen und damit beste Brillianz Bexp am Experiment zu errei-

chen, wurden anhand der Simulationen die optimalen Einschuss-Parameter berechnet

und Vorschläge für eine zukünftiges Injektor-System erarbeitet. Auch mit dem vorhan-

denen System konnten Bexp = 2 µAmm−2mrad−2MeV−1 erreicht werden, was einer 20-

fach höheren Brillianz im Vergleich zur herkömmlichen Quelle sowie dem ursprünglich

für das Rasterionenmikroskop vorgeschlagenen Wert entspricht.

Darüber hinaus war es erforderlich, ein neues wassergekühltes Mikroschlitz-System

als Objekt-Apertur für SNAKE zu konstruieren und zu installieren. Es beinhaltet

die Möglichkeit der Kontrolle der Tandemspannungs-Stabilisierung wie auch einer

Kombination von Heiz- und Kühlsystemen mit Minimierung von Vibrationen und

Temperatur-Schwankungen. Dabei wird eine absoluten Genauigkeit von weniger als
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1µm bei einer Strahlleistung von mehr als 250 W erreicht.

(2) Bei der Datenanalyse wurde die Effizienz der winkel- und koinzidenten Filterung

mit Hilfe eines Monte-Carlo Simulationsprogramms kalibriert. Dies ermöglicht eine

Genauigkeit zur Bestimmung des Wasserstoffgehalts von besser als 5% unabhängig

von der Dicke und der Ordnungszahl bzw. der Zusammensetzung der Probe. Die

Simulationen wurden an Proben aus Mehrschichtsystemen verifiziert und erlauben eine

Tiefen-Skalierung aus dem Energiesignal der Protonen mit einer Genauigkeit von besser

als 1% der Probendicke. Als prinzipielle Voraussetzung dafür wurden die Daten für die

Streuwahrscheinlichkeiten energieabhängig über einen großen Energiebereich mit einer

Genauigkeit von besser als 0.2% ausgewertet.

Darüberhinaus wurde unter Verwendung von elastischen und inelastischen Streu-

ungen an dünnen Folien eine neue Methode zur Kalibrierung der Energiesignale ent-

wickelt. Damit erreicht man nun eine Detektorauflösung von besser als 30 keV für

17 MeV Protonen. Dies ermöglichte die Korrektur der Energieverlusteffekte in den Pi-

xeln des Detektors und damit die Optimierung der Sensitivität in den sub-ppm Bereich

auch bei schwereren Materialien.

Das Prinzip wurde schließlich erfolgreich in Messungen an Niobium/Wasserstoff Fil-

men mit gewölbten Bereichen demonstriert, wo die gewölbten Bereiche eine Erhöhung

der Wasserstoffkonzentration zeigen. Dies steht im Einklang mit theoretischen Model-

len zur Wasserstoff-Freisetzung und ist daher relevant für zukünftige Entwicklungen

von Wasserstoff-Speichersystemen.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The possibility to measure hydrogen in complex materials is essential in different appli-

cations in order to understand physical properties and their influences on the material.

A 3D hydrogen microscope using coincident proton-proton (pp) scattering is installed

at the 14 MeV tandem accelerator in Munich at SNAKE(1). The high potential of this

method was already demonstrated by different measurements e.g. on diamond, where

we showed for the first time that hydrogen accumulates on grain boundaries with a

hydrogen density of 0.3 at layers. This was possible by achieving a detection limit down

to 0.08 at–ppm combined with a sub-µm resolution [Rei04].

The setup for 3D hydrogen microscopy utilizing coincident proton-proton scattering in

transmission geometry at SNAKE is schematically shown in Fig. 1.1. The protons pen-

etrate the sample and are scattered on all elements within the sample. However, the

scattering angle of a proton with a hydrogen atom leads to two protons that travel at an

inclined angle of 90◦ (neglecting relativistic effects). Scattering reactions on elements

other than hydrogen (singles) can be sorted out (filtered) by the coincident detection

of the two protons in a narrow time window. In addition, an even harder constraint

can be set when the angular correlation of the two detected events is required to be

accepted as a proton-proton-coincidence event. These angular and time correlations

guarantee the high sensitivity of the analysis. The method delivers 2-dimensional hy-

drogen maps by using a focused beam that is scanned across the sample. Furthermore,

by analyzing the detected energies of both protons one can translate the energy sig-

nal into a depth scale. Thus, a 3D hydrogen map can be generated by this method

[Rei09; Dol03; Rei04].

The new detection setup, as shown in Fig. 1.1 with the box-like structured detector

(1)dt: Supraleitendes Nanoskop für angewandte kernphysikalische Experimente; eng: supercon-

ducting nanoprobe for applied nuclear physics experiments
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of the coincident proton-proton scattering setup at SNAKE.

setup allows one to use unique high proton energies with up to 25 MeV for 3D hydro-

gen microscopy. This setup enables to analyze any material in the 10µm to 100µm

thickness range for thick and heavy materials with a feasible target preparation scheme

[Tho15].

Hydrogen accumulation on defects highly induce embrittlement in many metals, in

particular in highly stressful environments with radiation-induced damage, as is the

case, for instance, with plasma wall materials in fusion reactors. In this particular

case, understanding of the embrittlement mechanism is essential in order to design and

find the optimal wall materials. For example, tungsten is in the selection process for

the most stressed material within the ITER reactor, the so-called divertor [ITE01].

Fig. 1.2 shows an example in which the hydrogen distribution within a 25µm thick

tungsten foil is measured by pp-scattering in order to analyze the hydrogen distribu-

tion, e.g. , for defects. This high Z material and the associated questions on hydrogen

distributions place new challenges on quantitative 3D hydrogen microscopy for which

the solutions are worked out in this thesis.
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Figure 1.2: a) Cross section of a 25µm thick tungsten foil including different marked areas

(a-e). a,b) being the the surfaces, c,e) grain boundaries and d) is a crack within the sample.

b) is a depth profile of measured pp-events (not calibrated hydrogen content) in dependence

on the position, which can be directly correlated to the cross section in a) using coincident

proton-proton scattering.

Fig. 1.2a shows a perspective view of a tungsten foil used as a divertor model machined

by focused ion beam drilling. This was done after H-analysis in order to see the exact

location of the grain boundaries (c,e) and the crack (d). Note that the surface (a,b)

was covered by Au for this preparation. (b) is not visible due to the tilted view of the

drilled gap.

Fig 1.2b shows the hydrogen distribution of the cross section of the tungsten foil using

coincident pp-scattering. One can see the enhancement of the hydrogen content on the

surfaces due to natural contamination and low energy hydrogen implantation. The in-

ner hydrogen content is not significantly enhanced in contrast to the detection limit of

this measurement. This limit is given by the accidental coincidental above and below

the sample surface (f,g). Obviously, the hydrogen distribution in the surrounding of

the grain boundary is not resolvable due to the limited sensitivity of some ppm, which

is in fact worse than measured for the old detection setup which achieved 0.08 at–ppm

sensitivity was demonstrated analyzing a diamond sample [Rei04]. Chapter 3 provides

detailed discussions on the quantitative analysis and its different influences from peak

position, depth profiling and quantitative calibration.

The measurements on the tungsten foil shown in Fig 1.2b also show that the position

sensitivity of the focused beam spot has to be enhanced in order to clearly see the

hydrogen accumulation at the grain boundaries. In order to reduce beam spot size by

keeping beam current for acceptable measuring time, the beam brightness has to be
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enhanced. Since beam brightness at SNAKE is mainly limited by the beam brightness

of the proton source, a multicusp source [Mos12] was acquired and put into operation.

The performance of the source and the beam transport are discussed in Chapter 4.

The source produces such a high beam brightness that it poses new challenges on the

entire beam transport system. Therefore, one main part of this Chapter is to optimize

the transport system. The high beam quality and the evaluated optimal beam trans-

port parameters show, that our existing microslit system of SNAKE cannot handle

the beam under the optimal transport parameter. Since the microslit system is an

essential part of the microprobe, a new microslit system has been developed, which is

also described in Chapter 4. Finally the achieved beam brightness obtained at SNAKE

is shown and discussed in Chapter 4.

In Chapter 5, an application of 3D hydrogen microscopy using coincident pp-

scattering is shown. It is used to analyze materials for hydrogen storage and has

received much attention in recent work. However, there are many fundamental ques-

tions to be answered for the understanding of the material physics and for the design

of ideal materials. Quantitative hydrogen microscopy has the potential to make con-

tributions to many questions in this field. In this thesis, measurements are shown on

a sample consisting of a silicon wafer covered with a niobium film. Thin metal films

clamped on rigid substrates result in mechanical stress, that change the chemical hy-

drogen potential. Depending on the hydrogen load, the stress within the sample rises

and finally leads to so-called buckling of the deposited niobium film. The relaxation of

the material also changes the phase of the niobium and thus the hydrogen solubility.

This effect is shown quantitatively measured in the µm-scale for the first time within

this thesis.



Chapter 2

FUNDAMENTALS

This Chapter on fundamentals shows the basic evaluation of the coincident proton-

proton scattering, its spectra and its analysis. Furthermore, the basic physics of the

proton interaction with matter is presented (see Sec. 2.1).

In this thesis, a new Monte-Carlo based simulation tool called CORTEO is used, which

is introduced in Sec. 2.2.

Furthermore, a new source is installed in order to optimize beam properties at SNAKE.

Therefore, the needed fundamentals of ion optics and its transport are presented as is

the fully new source concept (see Sec. 2.3).

2.1 BASICS AND FUNDAMENTALS OF COIN-

CIDENT PP-SCATTERING

In this Section, the basic spectra of hydrogen depth profiling are shown and discussed.

Section 2.1.1 depicts a typical hydrogen depth profile. On this spectra, all main phys-

ical contributions to depth depending hydrogen evaluation are shown. Following the

final hydrogen spectra in Sec. 2.1.2, the basic measured energy spectra are shown and

discussed. In Sec. 2.1.3, the needed physics of proton in mater interaction is presented.

2.1.1 BASIC QUANTIFICATION OF HYDROGEN DEPTH

PROFILES

The hydrogen analysis of a sandwich-type sample shown in Fig. 2.1 is used as an

example to illustrate the quantification. Two 25µm thick Fe-foils are placed between

900 nm thick Mylar foils, which give a clear hydrogen signal with almost no signal

from the Fe-layers. The geometry of the setup is illustrated in the inset of Fig. 2.1. A
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Figure 2.1: Typical depth profile using coincident pp-scattering. The measured coincident

event depending on the energy sum Esum is plotted. An incident proton energy of E0 =

13 MeV is used. The sample consists of two 25µm thick Fe-sheets in a sandwich configuration

with 900 nm thick Mylar layers with a defined hydrogen content (3× 1018H − at/cm2 each).

typical energy spectra as received from coincident pp analysis is shown in Fig. 2.1. The

number of coincident pp-events is plotted depending on the energy sum Esum = E1+E2

of the two scattered protons.

PEAK POSITION

The measurement in Fig. 2.1 shows three peaks. Their height and energy distribution

changes with the energy sum. If the incident protons with an energy of E0 = 13 MeV

are scattered on the first layer (A) the path length through the sample is maximal

and therefore the energy loss of the protons as well. This results in the peak at

the lowest energy sum (Esum(A) ∼ 8 MeV). The peak at the highest energy sum

(Esum(B) ∼ 12 MeV) is caused by the incident protons scattered on the last layer (B).

These have minimal energy loss due to short path length through the sample of the

incident protons.

PEAK WIDTH

The measured spectra in Fig. 2.1 is also affected by energy loss straggling, small angle

scattering and the correlated path length effect (see Sec. 2.1.3.1), which results in the
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change of the peak width and the shape from symmetric to non-symmetric with the

energy sum and therefore the depth.

PEAK HEIGHT

The hydrogen areal density nH∆z in ( at/cm2) can be calculated for thin and light tar-

gets from the integrated pp-yield (number of counts per bin). However, the integrated

pp-yield decreases from the back to the front surface, especially for thick or high-Z

materials. There are two reasons for this occurrence: (1) the scattering probability

depends on the proton energy. Therefore, the scattering probability is a function of

depth. (2) the protons that cross the sample are affected by small angle (multiple)

scattering. Therefore, the 90◦ correlation of the two scattered protons is affected by

an uncertainty dθ. Thus, by filtering for this correlation with a fixed angular sum, the

yield becomes a function of the depth and material properties:

A. ENERGY DEPENDENCE ON SCATTERING CROSS SECTION

In order to correct the dependency on the cross section, we have evaluated all existing

scattering cross section data of proton-proton scattering over a wide range of energies

and angles (see Sec. 2.1.4).

B. LOSS OF 90◦ANGULAR CORRELATION

Each proton is affected by multiple scattering when crossing the sample and this

causes an additional angular spread dθ. This angular spread dθ increases with path

length. In order to suppress other reactions, the detected events are filtered for the 90◦

correlation of pp-scattering. Therefore, the 90◦ correlation of both scattered protons

is lost by an uncertainty dθ.

Both effects (A & B) depend on the atomic number Z, thickness and material

composition. Therefore, the measured pp-yield correction is sample dependent.

In this thesis, a new method using a Monte-Carlo code called CORTEO (see.

Sec. 2.2) is used. It delivers quantitative pp-spectra considering all experimental con-

ditions. These theoretical pp-spectra including the parameterized scattering cross sec-

tions are used to evaluate the so-called yield reduction function and to correct the

measured data without any calibration standards. In Section 3.3 the quantitative

simulations for different material compositions, thicknesses and beam energies are pre-

sented. The computed correction function can be used to correct the measured samples

without the utilization of any calibration standards.
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Figure 2.2: Measurement of a 900 nm thick Mylar foil in a,b) and a 130µm thick Kapton foil

in c,d). In a,c) the energy E1 in dependence on the energy E2 from the opposite detector with

an incident proton energy of E0 = 13 MeV is plotted. In b,d) the energy sum Esum = E1 +E2

in dependence on the energy difference ∆E = E1 − E2 of both detected proton energies is

plotted.

2.1.2 BASIC COINCIDENCE ENERGY SPECTRA

In Fig. 2.2 typical energy spectra as received from pp-spectra are plotted. Fig. 2.2ac

shows the number of detected events depending on the measured energies E1,2 of each

coincident proton, that is deposited in opposite detectors. Fig. 2.2bd shows the spectra

for the energy sum Esum = E1 + E2 in dependence on the energy difference ∆E =

E1 − E2 of the two detected proton energies. Both basic spectra are presented for a

thin 900 nm thick Mylar (ab) foil and a 130µm thick Kapton foil (cd) in order to see

how the thickness of a sample influences the spectra.

The initial beam energy E0 can be calculated in dependence on the measured energy
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Figure 2.3: Calculated scattering angle θ in dependence on the energy difference ∆E =

E1 − E2.

of each proton E1,2 by:

E0 = E1 + E2 + ∆E0,1,2 = Esum + ∆E0,1,2 (2.1)

with ∆E0,1,2 being the energy loss (see Sec. 2.1.3.1) from the incident and both scat-

tered protons within the sample. For the used thin Mylar foil in Fig. 2.2ab with

∆E0,1,2 ≈ 0 MeV one gets a direct linear correlation of both detected energies. This

correlation of the energies E1,2 is shown in Fig. 2.2a. In contrast to the thin Mylar foil

in Fig. 2.2a, the energies E1,2 for the 130µm thick Kapton foil are no longer linearly

correlated to each other and this causes the curved structure. This effect is caused by

the correlated path length effect (see Sec. 2.1.3.1). The spectra in Fig. 2.2ac gives a

kind of depth profile with the depth axis as the diagonal. Each proton deposits its

energy by crossing the sample and due to the correlation of the both paths, one can

interpret the energy sum Esum = E1 +E2 of both protons as a depth scale. This means

that, if the scattering occurs at the first surface of the sample, the energy loss per

path length of each proton is maximal and thus the energy sum minimal. Otherwise, if

the scattering occurs on the back surface the initial proton crossing, the whole sample

and only a small amount of the energy loss of the initial protons lead to the maximal

energy sum.

Fig. 2.2bd shows the energy sum Esum of each coincident proton pair in dependence on

the energy difference ∆E = E1 − E2 (see Sec. 2.1.3.1 - Eq. (2.4)). The energy differ-

ence ∆E provides an additional angle information due to scattering kinematics. This

dependency is shown in Fig. 2.3 in which the scattering angle θ in dependence on the

energy difference ∆E is calculated for the thin Mylar foil. Due to the large solid angle
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Figure 2.4: (a) Schematic drawing of pp–scattering within a thick target. (b) Illustration

of the ”correlated path length effect” at pp–scattering geometry. Variation of the scattering

angle with an angular spread dθ causes a variation in path lengths together with different

stopping forces S(E) at each path. A second order effect remains for the spread of the sum

energy of the scattered protons.(Figure and caption text from [Rei09])

of detection of our setup we are able to detect scattering angles from approximately

30◦ . . . 60◦ with energy differences in the MeV range depending on the incident energy

E0. This correlation enables measuring the energies and their differences in order to

determine the scattering kinematics.

In the case of the Mylar foil, the angular dependency is negligible due to the low energy

loss. Also, the energy spread given through different energy losses of the incident and

scattered protons is only in the keV-range and is therefore negligible (see Sec. 3.2).

Thus, the energy resolution from measurements on Mylar is limited only by the intrin-

sic detector resolution and hence the calibration accuracy.

Therefore, the energy sum Esum of Eq. (2.1) results in an almost constant value of

Esum = E0 as shown in Fig. 2.2b.
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2.1.3 PHYSICS OF ION BEAM INTERACTION

2.1.3.1 ENERGY LOSS

The energy loss dE
dx

(stopping power S) per length for ions, e.g., protons (ZP = 1) with

the energy EP within material with the electron density Ne can be calculated for ions

1 MeV ≺ EP ≺ 28 MeV by

S = −dE

dx
=

4πNeZ
2
P

mec2β2

(
e2

4πε0

)2(
ln

(
2mec

2
0β

2

EIon(1− β2)

)
− β2

)
(2.2)

with EIon = 11.5 eVZT being the ionization energy, me the electron mass and β = v/c

the ratio of the particle velocity v and to the speed of light c. The electron density

Ne = NTZT can be calculated with the atomic density NT in at/cm3 and the atomic

number ZT . With this, Eq. (2.2) can be simplified to:

−dE

dx
= c1

NTZT
EP,MeV

·
(

ln

(
188 MeV−1 · EP,MeV

(1− c2EP,MeV)ZT

)
− c2EP,MeV

)
(2.3)

with c1 = 2.41 · 10−14 MeV2 µm2 and c2 = 2.1 · 10−3 MeV−1.

As Fig. 2.4 shows, the different depth and scattering depend stopping powers S0,1,2 can

be used for depth profiling. The whole energy loss ∆E0,1,2 of Eq. (2.1) as a function of

the scattering angle θ, depth of scattering z and sample thickness d can be evaluated

with the stopping power of Eq. (2.2) to:

∆E0,1,2 = S0z +

(
S1

cos θ
+

S2

sin θ

)
(d− z) (2.4)

with S0 the initial stopping power before scattering happens within the sample and

with S1 = S ((E0 − S0z) cos2 θ) and S2 = S
(
(E0 − S0z) sin2 θ

)
the stopping powers

after scattering happens. This calculation is based for the approximation of constant

stopping force [Rei09].

2.1.3.2 CORRELATED PATH LENGTH EFFECT

The path length of each proton together with the stopping force changes with scattering

angle and hence we get a nonlinear dependence on the total energy loss and therefore

to the sum energy with scattering angle θ. If one vary θ by a small value dθ that

represents a given angular uncertainty (Fig. 2.4b), one gets different total energy loss

∆E0,1,2(θ + dθ) with

∆E0,1,2(θ + dθ) = S0z +

(
S ((E0 − S0z) cos2(θ + dθ))

cos(θ + dθ)

+
S
(
(E0 − S0z) sin2(θ + dθ)

)
sin(θ + dθ)

)
(d− z)

(2.5)
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The effect is zero for a hydrogen layer situated on the back side (B) of the sample

(z = d) and is maximum at the front side (A) (z = 0). The nonlinearity of the stopping

force and the angular correlation of the both pp-events lead for large scattering angles

to banded structures as shown in Fig. 2.2cd for the thick Kapton foil.

2.1.3.3 ENERGY LOSS STRAGGLING

The energy loss straggling (standard deviation σ) is the main contribution to the energy

straggling (peak width) and can be calculated by

δEσ
Bohr = ZP

e2

4πε0

√
4πZTNTd (2.6)

with d the thickness of the target material. The energy loss straggling for the single

proton which passes the thickness with the width d can be calculated by Eq. (2.6)

δEp(d) = 5.1 · 10−6 keV µm ·
√
ZTnTd (2.7)

As shown in Fig. 2.4, each pp-event consists of three contributions, that are affected

by energy loss straggling: the initial proton (δE0) during the penetration and after

collision of the both protons (δE1,2) within the sample. The whole energy straggling

δEstragg of the detected pp-event can be described by the quadratic addition of each

energy loss straggling for each proton pair δE12 by

(δEstragg)2 = (δE0)2 + (δE1)2 + (δE2)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
pp-scattering

(2.8)

2.1.3.4 SMALL ANGLE SCATTERING

The angular spread by multiple scattering depends on the atomic number ZT , beam

energy E0 and the material density NT as illustrated in Fig. 2.5. The width in FWHM

of the small angle scattering function ∆φ in (rad) can be calculated after [Szi95] to:

∆φ =
∆φred

µ
(2.9)

with ∆φred being the reduced small angle scattering function and µ the transformation

parameter. The µ parameter can be calculated with:

µ =
E0a

2ZpZT
e20

4πε0

(2.10)
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of the angular broadening ∆φ by multiple scattering (solid line) for

a certain thickness d, atomic number ZT , beam energy E0 and the material density NT. By

extending of, e.g. d, Z,E0, NT, ∆φ is increased (dashed line).

with a being the Thomas-Fermi screening length. In the approximation of Lindhard

[Lin68] a can be calculated by:

a =
0.8854aB√
Z

2
3
1 + Z

2
3
2

(2.11)

aB = 0.529 · 10−10 m describes the Bohr radius and Zp,T are the atomic numbers of

the two interacting particles. In this case for the proton beam Zp = 1 and ZT for the

atomic number of the target is used.

The reduced small angle scattering function ∆φred is parameterized from [Szi95] to:

ln(∆φred) = −b1

b2

ln(cosh(b2 ln(τ) + b3)) + b4 ln(τ) + b5 (2.12)

with bi being the fit parameter with b1 = 0.62920, b2 = 0.27958, b3 = 0.55575, b4 =

1.20229 and b5 = 0.03047. The τ parameter is the reduced path length and is given

by:

τ = πa2NTd (2.13)

with NT the atomic density in at/cm3, d the thickness of the material and a for the

Thomas-Fermi screening length after Eq. (2.11).

For a fast estimation, the angular spread ∆φ can also be calculated (in ( rad) (FWHM))

with [Pas91]:

∆φ =
2C

µ
τ (2m)−1

(2.14)

with C = 0.5 and m = 0.8 and τ being the reduced path length of Eq. (2.13).
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2.1.3.5 SMALL ANGLE SCATTERING DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION

The angular distribution function p(θ, d, E) from small angle scattering of a particle

beam with the beam energy E and with no initial angular spread is given in dependence

on a traversed material of the thickness d. Here, a parameterization of [Sig74] as

presented in [Szi95] for the distribution p(θ, d, E) is used as shown in Fig. 4.8b. The 1-

dimensional projections px,y(θx,y, d, E) of the p(θ, d, E) distribution are parameterized

by:

px,y(θx,y, d, E) = p̂x,y ·

1 +
4θ2

x,y

(
2

2
m+1 − 1

)
∆φ(d,E)2

−
m+1

2

(2.15)

using

p̂x,y =
2Γ
(
mΓ+1

2

)
∆φ(d,E)Γ

(
mΓ

2

)√
π

√
2

2
mΓ+1 − 1 (2.16)

with the Γ-function for Γ and the shape parameter mΓ. This parameter can be calcu-

lated by the parametrization of [Szi95] to:

mΓ = 0.05754 · ln2(τ) + 0.62037 · ln(τ) + 2.0887 (2.17)

The reduced path length τ allows one to estimate the statistic change from the exact

distribution to the Gaussian. For τ < 2000 the px,y(θx,y, d, E) distribution differs

substantially from a Gaussian due to larger tails. For the FWHM of the px,y(θx,y, d, E)

distributions, ∆φ(d,E) can be calculated after Eq. (2.9).

2.1.3.6 LATERAL STRAGGLING

The lateral spread ∆ρ (FWHM) by small angle scattering ion in (m) can be calculated

after [Mar75] to

∆ρ =
∆φred

µ

d

Γm
= ∆φ

d

Γm
(2.18)

with Γm the transformation function. The Γm function can be calculated by

Γm = (1 + 2m)
1

2m (2.19)

with m the parameterization function of [Mar75]:

m =
1

2
(−b1 tanh(b2 ln(τ) + b3) + b4)−1 (2.20)

with bi being the same fit parameter of Eq. (2.12).
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2.1.4 ENERGY DEPENDENT SCATTERING CROSS SEC-

TION

Parts of the content reprinted with permission from:

M. Moser, P. Reichart, C. Greubel, G. Dollinger, Differential proton proton

scattering cross section for energies between 1.9 MeVand 50 MeV, Nucl.

Instr. Meth. B 269 20 (2011) 2217 - 2228

For a fast calculation using Monte-Carlo methods, a closed formula is required to

directly calculate the differential pp-scattering cross section value in dependence on

each scattering energy E and detection angle θ. There is no useful closed function

representing (dσ/dΩ)pp(θ, E) over the entire θ and E range. However, there are several

experimental data pools for differential pp-scattering cross section data. These dataset

are fitted with an adequate function and are parametrized. The detailed work is

published in [Mos11].

2.1.4.1 EXPERIMENTAL DATA EVALUATION

There are several experimental data pools for differential pp-scattering cross section

(dσ/dΩ)pp(θ, E) like [Bys80] and EXFOR/CSISRS [IAE09; NND09]. Experimental

data have been pooled to parameterize the data between E = 1.855 . . . 50.1 MeV and

scattering angles θCM > 20◦ in [Rei09]. The experimental data of (dσ/dΩ)pp(θ) with

references are shown in Fig. 2.6 for the lab system.

The plotted experimental data of elastic pp-scattering cross section data in Fig. 2.6

show the angular dependency and also the change with the scattering energy. Due to

dependency on the scattering energy and angle, the experimental data of Fig. 2.6 has

to be fitted with the aim to interpolate and extrapolate between the experimental data

steps.

2.1.4.2 PARAMETERIZED PROTON-PROTON SCATTERING CROSS

SECTIONS

The basic idea is to use a theoretical formula as a fit function which describes the physi-

cal properties of the scattering cross sections of pp-scattering (dσ/dΩ)pp. This fit func-

tion should allow one to extrapolate and interpolate between the existing datasets in

the angular range of θCM = 30◦ . . . 150◦ and energies between 1.855 MeV . . . 50.1 MeV.

For the parameterization, a phase shift function (partial wave expansion) (see Eq. (2.27)

of dσ/dΩ)pp) is used, which is discussed in the following as well as in more detail in
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Figure 2.6: Elastic pp-scattering cross section data (lab system) (from [Rei09]). Data

points are connected for better visibility. Reported relative errors are smaller than 1 % for

θlab = 20◦ . . . 70◦. This data and further data including inelastic scattering data are available

in collection [Bys80] or databases like EXFOR/CSISRS [IAE09; NND09]. Gray data points

are calculated from symmetrical angles. Note that the differential cross section is symmetrical

to 90◦ in the CM system, but not in the lab system due to dΩ transformation!

[Mos11]. In the following, the full parametrization is presented, including Tab. 2.1 with

the fitted parameters.

2.1.4.3 PHASE SHIFT FUNCTION

Proton-proton scattering is scattering of two identical particles [Joa84; Bla91]. Due to

indistinguishability of two scattered protons at angles θCM and π − θCM in the center-

of-mass (CM) system, an interference phenomenon arises. The scattering amplitudes

f(θCM) and f(π − θCM) have to be added for both particles when considering the

exchange symmetry [Mot30]

fJ(θ) = f(θCM) + (−1)Jf(π − θCM) (2.21)

for each state of total spin J . If scattering is independent of the spin s of the particles

(no spin flip) and no spin polarization occurs, Eq. (2.21) has to be weighted with the

statistical spin states in order to obtain the differential pp-scattering cross section

dσ

dΩ
=

2s∑
J=0

2J + 1

(2s+ 1)2
|fJ(θCM)|2 (2.22)
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with the spin s for the particle.

For scattering on the Coulomb potential only, Eq. (2.22) results in the well known

Mott scattering cross section [Mot30] that is given for the CM system by(
dσ

dΩ

)
Mott

=
η2

4k2

[
sin−4 θCM

2
+ cos−4 θCM

2
+

(−1)2s

2s+ 1

2 cos(η ln(tan2 θCM

2
)

sin2 θCM

2
cos2 θCM

2

]
(2.23)

with k =
mpv

2~

η =
e2

4πε0v~
Sommerfeld - parameter

with mp being the proton mass, v the relative velocity, e the electronic charge, ~ = h
2π

the Planck constant divided by 2π and ε0 the dielectric constant. The first coefficient

can be written for the calculations in the CM-system

η2

4k2
=

(
e2

4πε0mpv2

)2

=

(
e2

4πε02m∗pv
2

)2

=

(
e2

4πε04ECM

)2

(2.24)

with m∗p = mp/2 the reduced proton mass and ECM for the kinetic energy in the CM-

system.

For the relativistic transformation of the kinetic energy ECM from the CM-system in

the lab system E and vice versa the following relationship is used:

ECM =
E

1 + γCM

(2.25)

with γCM as the Lorentz-factor for both protons in the CM-system, which is given by

γCM =

√
E

2mpc2
+ 1 (2.26)

with c being the vacuum light velocity. In case of unpolarized pp-scattering, the spin

dependence term (−1)2s

2s+1
of Eq. (2.23) results in −1

2
.

In the present analysis, a partial wave expansion for the angular momentum is used

that is restricted to the angular momentum L = 0, 1, 2, respectively, the S, P and

D-states [Bre36; Kne66]:(
dσ

dΩ

)
CM

=

(
dσ

dΩ

)
Mott

+

(
dσ

dΩ

)
V

+
2∑
i=0

(
dσ

dΩ

)
L=i

(2.27)

with
(
dσ
dΩ

)
V

being a correction of the Mott cross section for the vacuum polarization

effects and
∑2

i=0

(
dσ
dΩ

)
L=i

is the contribution of the different partial waves through
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nuclear forces. The nuclear interaction terms from phase shift analysis are written as

(
dσ

dΩ

)S
L=0

=
η2

4k2

[
−2X0

η
sin(δ0) cos(δ0) +

(
2Y0

η
+

4

η2

)
sin2(δ0)

]
(2.28)(

dσ

dΩ

)P
L=1

=
η2

4k2

[
−2X1P1

η
Z2 +

(
2Y1P1

η
+

4

η2

)
Z1 +

4P2

η2
Z3

]
(2.29)(

dσ

dΩ

)D
L=2

=
η2

4k2

[
−10X2P2

η
sin(δd) cos(δd)

+

(
10Y2P2

η
+

100P 2
2

η2

)
sin2(δd)

+
40P2

η2
sin(δ0) sin(δd) cos(δd − δ0 + ζ)

] (2.30)

These terms depend on the phase shifts δ0 for S-wave scattering, δ
(0)
P ,δ

(1)
P , δ

(2)
P for the

P-wave scattering and on an effective D-wave phase shift δd. The representation of the

P-wave scattering is transformed using coupling parameters Z1, Z2 and Z3:

Z1 = sin2
(
δ

(0)
P

)
+ 3 sin2

(
δ

(1)
P

)
+ 5 sin2

(
δ

(2)
P

)
(2.31)

Z2 = sin
(
δ

(0)
P

)
cos
(
δ

(0)
P

)
+ 3 sin

(
δ

(1)
P

)
cos
(
δ

(1)
P

)
+ 5 sin

(
δ

(2)
P

)
cos
(
δ

(2)
P

) (2.32)

Z3 =
3

2
sin2

(
δ

(1)
P

)
+

7

2
sin2

(
δ

(2)
P

)
+ 4 sin

(
δ

(2)
P

)
sin
(
δ

(0)
P

)
cos
(
δ

(2)
P − δ

(0)
P

)
+ 9 sin

(
δ

(2)
P

)
sin
(
δ

(1)
P

)
cos
(
δ

(2)
P − δ

(1)
P

) (2.33)
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and the other used notations are

X0 =
cos
(
η ln(sin2 θCM

2
)
)

sin2 θCM

2

+
cos
(
η ln(cos2 θCM

2
)
)

cos2 θCM

2

Y0 =
sin
(
η ln(sin2 θCM

2
)
)

sin2 θCM

2

+
sin
(
η ln(cos2 θCM

2
)
)

cos2 θCM

2

X1 =
cos
(
η ln(sin2 θCM

2
) + ξ

)
sin2 θCM

2

−
cos
(
η ln(cos2 θCM

2
) + ξ

)
cos2 θCM

2

Y1 =
sin
(
η ln(sin2 θCM

2
) + ξ

)
sin2 θCM

2

−
sin
(
η ln(cos2 θCM

2
) + ξ

)
cos2 θCM

2

(2.34)

X2 =
cos
(
η ln(sin2 θCM

2
) + ζ

)
sin2 θCM

2

+
cos
(
η ln(cos2 θCM

2
) + ζ

)
cos2 θCM

2

Y2 =
sin
(
η ln(sin2 θCM

2
) + ζ

)
sin2 θCM

2

+
sin
(
η ln(cos2 θCM

2
) + ζ

)
cos2 θCM

2

ξ = 2 arctan(η)

ζ = 2 arctan(η) + 2 arctan(
1

2
η)

P1 = PL=1(cos(θCM)) = cos(θCM) 1st Legendre polynomial

P2 = PL=2(cos(θCM)) = −1

2
+

3

2
cos(θCM)2 2nd Legendre polynomial

2.1.4.4 PARAMETERIZATION OF THE PHASE SHIFT FUNCTION

The energy dependent phase shifts extracted by fitting the datasets [Mos11] are pa-

rameterized by the following functions:

δ(1S0) = δ0(E) = Aδ0 +Bδ0 · E + Cδ0 · E
1
2 +Dδ0 · E2 (2.35)

δ(1D2) = δd(E) = Bδd +
Aδd −Bδd

1 +
(

E
Cδd

)Dδd + Eδd · E2 (2.36)

Tab. 2.1 shows the computed regression parameters of the calculated δ0 and δd phase

shifts.

First parameterization attempts of the P-state phase shifts δ
(i)
P showed an unstable

behavior on the entire energy range. Oscillations occur due to a strong dependence on

the parameterized δ
(i)
P phase shifts on each other. A direct fit of the coupling parameter

Zi results in a much smoother behavior of the regression analysis for optimization of
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the fit functions of Eq. (2.37) - (2.39).

Z1(E) = AZ1 +BZ1 · E + CZ1 · E2 +DZ1 · E3

+ EZ1 · E4 + FZ1 · E5 +GZ1 · E−1 +HZ1 · E−2
(2.37)

Z2(E) = AZ2 +BZ2 · E + CZ2 · E2

+ (1−DZ2)e−EZ2
·E+FZ2 sin(GZ2 · E +HZ2)

(2.38)

Z3(E) = BZ3 +
AZ3 −BZ3

1 +
(

E
CZ3

)DZ3
(2.39)

Tab. 2.1 shows the computed regression parameters of Eq. (2.37-2.39) of the calculated

Zi parameter.

2.1.4.5 QUALITY OF THE PARAMETERIZED FUNCTION

The statistical error for each (dσ/dΩ)pp-value that is calculated from the (dσ/dΩ)pp-

function of Eq. (2.27) used for the fit with the determined fit values of Tab. 2.1

is evaluated at all angles between θCM = 30◦ . . . 150◦ and energies in the range of

1.855 MeV . . . 50.1 MeV. In this thesis, the least square function is defined by

χ2(Ai) =
n∑
j=1

(
dσ
dΩ pp

(Ai, Ej, θj)−X(Ej, θj)
)2

∆2
exp(Ej, θj)

(2.40)

with Ai for the fit parameters(1), using the differential cross sections

(dσ/dΩ)pp(Ai, Ej, θj) which are evaluated for n = 354 experimental data points

(Ej, θj). X(Ej, θj) are the corresponding experimental data and ∆exp(Ej, θj) the

experimental uncertainties.

From χ2 one gets the covariance matrix Cov for the fitting parameters Ai as

Cov = 2 ·
[
∂2χ2(Ai)

∂Ai∂Ak

∣∣
Ãi,k

]−1

(2.41)

with Ãi,k as the expectancy values shown in Tab. 2.1. Since the Ai are not statistically

independent, non–diagonal elements of the Cov occur. The statistical error is obtained

with the gradient ∇Ai of the function multiplied by the covariance matrix Cov. The

(1)The fit parameters Ak, Bk, Ck from Tab. 2.1 are reduced to Ai with i = 1 . . . 29.
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Table 2.1: Calculated fit parameters for regression analysis of parameter δ0, δd, Z1,Z2 and

Z3 with Eqs. (2.35) - (2.39).

Function Parameter i Value χ2
red R2

corr

Aδ0 (◦) 1 25.5± 3.0

δ0(E) Bδ0 (◦/MeV) 2 −3.06± 0.6 1.72 0.9306

Cδ0 (◦/
√

MeV) 3 17.2± 2.9

Dδ0 (◦/MeV2) 4 (16± 4.3) · 10−3

Aδd (◦) 5 (−7.94± 50) · 10−3

Bδd (◦) 6 1.58± 0.15

δd(E) Cδd ( MeV) 7 20.1± 1.9 5.28 · 10−4 0.9979

Dδd 8 2.94± 0.50

Eδd (◦/MeV2) 9 (−7.37± 2.44) · 10−5

AZ1 (◦) 10 0.459± 0.028

BZ1
(1/MeV) 11 (−56.06± 3.79) · 10−3

CZ1
(1/MeV2) 12 (3.5± 0.4) · 10−3

Z1(E) DZ1
(1/MeV3) 13 (−10.225± 1.731) · 10−5 1.11 · 10−5 0.9942

EZ1
(1/MeV4) 14 (1.4792± 0.3190) · 10−6

FZ1 (1/MeV5) 15 (−8.3876± 2.2719) · 10−9

GZ1
( MeV) 16 (−829.8± 82.3) · 10−3

HZ1
( MeV2) 17 (334.9± 59.5) · 10−3

AZ2 (◦) 18 (1.8± 5.6) · 10−3

BZ2
(1/MeV) 19 (−3.23± 9.59) · 10−4

CZ2
(1/MeV2) 20 (3.54± 18.59) · 10−6

Z2(E) DZ2 21 99.091± 0.371 2.1 · 10−7 0.9386

EZ2
(1/MeV) 22 (24.8± 14.7) · 10−2

FZ2
23 1.52± 0.32

GZ2 ( rad/MeV) 24 (21.5± 4.2) · 10−2

HZ2
( rad) 25 2.85± 0.30

AZ3
26 (1.18± 44.62) · 10−4

Z3(E) BZ3
27 (−13.1± 0.3) · 10−2 3.48 · 10−6 0.9987

CZ3
( MeV) 28 16.95± 1.02

DZ3 29 3.08± 0.41

relative experimental uncertainties ∆exp are low (< 1%) and the number of free pa-

rameters (29) is much lower than the number of data points (354). As a consequence,

the statistical error ∆stat(E, θ) of any differential cross section (dσ/dΩ)pp is given by:

∆stat(E, θ) =

[
∇Ai

(
dσ

dΩ
(E, θ,Ai)

)]T
Ãi

· Cov ·
[
∇Ai

(
dσ

dΩ
(E, θ, Ai)

)]
Ãi

(2.42)

The covariance matrix Cov has a cardinal number of 29 × 29. Fig. 2.7a shows the

computed results for ∆stat(E, θ) with Eq. (2.42) as a normalized 2D-histogram.

Additionally, the distribution of the statistical errors ∆stat in Fig. 2.7b are plotted.

As a result, the average statistical error ∆stat is about 0.2% and most errors are less

than 0.4%. This is smaller than the given average experimental uncertainty. The

entire fit of n = 354 data points obviously enhances the statistical accuracy. Since the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.7: Calculated statistical error ∆stat for the (dσ/dΩ)pp(E, θ,Ai) function with the

∆stat(E, θ,Ai) function in a) a 2D–histogram and in b) as normalized distribution of the errors

for the ranges θCM = 30◦ . . . 150◦ and Ein = 1.855 . . . 50.1 MeV is plotted. For comparison,

the normalized distribution of the experimental measurement error is also plotted.

cited experimental uncertainties ∆exp include systematical uncertainties ∆sys (∆exp =

∆stat,exp + ∆sys) the improvement is mainly regarded to the statistical uncertainties

∆stat. This allows quantification of the hydrogen content with a statistical accuracy of

0.2%.

2.2 CORTEO SIMULATION TOOL

In order to characterize hydrogen microscopy by proton-proton scattering and to find

its limits a simulation code called CORTEO is used. The main advantage of CORTEO

is, that it runs on a normal PC and simulates complex interaction very fast. This
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means only few minutes simulation time is needed required for real measured spectra

with adequate statistics. This is realized by Monte-Carlo methods, which are stochas-

tic methods. The random sampling is a fast procedure to obtain numerical results for

problems, which are not solvable anymore by analytical calculations. Furthermore, the

fast calculation of CORTEO is mainly based on three improvements [Sch08]:

1) The incoming and outgoing atom slowdown process is separated from the main

scattering event in a certain depth. This means, the slowdown process is computed

((based on the same approximations as SRIM [Zie06] for the ion trajectory up to the

main scattering depth and for the outgoing particles.

2) The concept of a virtual detector is used to improve the detection efficiency, which

is several times larger, than the actual one.

3) Computations are considerably accelerated by relying on look-up tables indexed

using the binary representation of floating point numbers to get, e.g., the angle com-

ponents (as a function of the impact parameter and the energy) of the new direction of

the trajectory in the lab frame after each collision during the slowdown computation.

The table values are meshed so fine that no interpolation is needed.

CORTEO also supports various geometric properties of individual detection setups

and the scattering reaction. The target consists of different layers. Each layer can be

defined by the thickness d, atomic density NT , atomic number Z, mass mT and fraction

of each element. The ion beam can be defined by its atomic number Zp, particle mass

mp and the initial energy E0.

The CORTEO output delivers the information of proton energy and hits position at the

detector surface. Thus, one can also analyze detector effects by further computation

of the simulated trajectories and its energy deposition within the detector.

2.3 BASICS OF BEAM TRANSPORT AT

SNAKE

Parts of the content reprinted with permission from:

M. Moser and C. Greubel and W. Carli and K. Peeper and P. Reichart and B. Urban

and T. Vallentin and G. Dollinger, Transport of a high brightness proton

beam through the Munich tandem accelerator, Nucl. Instr. Meth. B 348 0

(2015) 34 - 42

In this Section, the basics of transporting an ion microbeam are shown and discussed.

Sec. 2.3.1 introduces the phase space volume of a microbeam which is discussed in the
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context of the SNAKE setup.

In this thesis, a new source concept, called Multicusp, with a high brightness has been

installed. This source is presented and discussed in Sec. 2.3.2.

However, the installation of the new high bright source introduces other difficulties to

the beam transport due to space charge effects which are discussed in Sec. 2.3.3.

2.3.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF AN ION MICRO

BEAM

The state of a particle within the ion beam can be defined in a 6-dimensional phase

space by its coordinates (x, y, z) and its momentums (px, py, pz). The measurement of

the transversal momentums (px, py) of the particles within an ion beam is normally done

by measuring the angle θ between the transversal and the longitudinal momentums

with:

tan(θx,y) ≈ θx,y =
px,y

pz

. (2.43)

Thus, the transversal momentums can be defined by the angles θx,y of a particle and can

be written in a non-relativistically approximation, using the mass m and the kinematic

energy E of the ions:
px · py

2m
= θxθy · E. (2.44)

With Eq. (2.44), the transversal phase space of an ion beam can be described by its

occupied phase space volume that is defined as the emittance ε. For rectangular beam

distribution it can be written as

εE = ∆x∆θx ·∆y∆θy · E (2.45)

where ∆x and ∆y are the beam sizes at a beam focus and ∆θx and ∆θy the divergence

at this point(2), as illustrated in Fig. 2.8.

According to Liouville’s theorem, the phase space volume of an ensemble of particles

is constant as long as only conservative forces, especially static electric or magnetic

fields, are involved. Influences on beam brightness by longitudinal components of the

phase space volume are not considered further throughout this thesis.

At SNAKE, ∆θx and ∆θy are defined by aperture slits situated at Lx,y = 5.7 m. In

order to obtain a certain beam spot size (∆x,∆y)exp at the image plane of SNAKE,

the aperture in the object has to be kept at ∆x = ∆xexpΓx and ∆y = ∆yexpΓy with

(2)In case of an elliptical phase space volume one has to expand the emittance by π for each sub

phase space volume with εx · π as it is normally done for an ion beam. In this case the spatial and

momentum values are the radii of the ellipse.
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Figure 2.8: Illustration of imaging an ion beam consisting of two slits for defining the beam

parameters as well as the lens system. The size of the focus (∆x,∆y) is defined by the object

slits which should be imaged to the experiment (∆x,∆y)exp. The second slits define the

divergency (∆θx,∆θy) of the ion beam thus the illumination of the lens and therefore the

aberrations.

demagnification values Γx = 34.7 and Γy = 206 [Dat02]. For imaging an ion beam, it

is required to define the emittance ε which should be transported to the experimental

setup. However, by defining these parameters the available current I is limited. The

possible current I that is achievable within the defined emittance depends on the

particle density within this volume. This density quantity is called the brightness B

of an ion beam and can be defined when neglecting relativistic effects by

B =
I

εE
=

I

∆x∆θx ·∆y∆θy · E
. (2.46)

The beam brightness B characterizes the beam and is a constant value under ideal

beam transport and acceleration conditions.

The beam brightness, as defined in Eq. (2.46), gives the beam current I normalized

to εE which is proportional to the phase space volume filled by the beam. In general,

the beam current is not uniformly distributed over the accepted total phase space.

However, brightness depends on the considered point in the four dimensional phase

space and has a local value: B = B(x, y, θx, θy).

During beam transport, a point of the four dimensional emittance (x0, y0, θx,0, θy,0)

is transformed to another point (x1, y1, θx,1, θy,1). According to Liouville’s theorem,

the local brightnesses will not change as long as only conservative forces are involved:

B(x0, y0, θx,0, θy,0) = B(x1, y1, θx,1, θy,1).
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When measuring beam brightness, one only gets the average brightness Bout of the

beam within the measuring limits εlimit as a result, which is the average of the local

beam brightness B(x, y, θx, θy) over the limited phase space:

Bout =

∫
εlimit

B(x, y, θx, θy)dxdydθxdθy∫
εlimit

dxdydθxdθy

=
I

εlimitE
. (2.47)

For a legible discussion, the brightness which is normalized to the brightness B0 before

transformation with:

Bnorm =
Bout

B0

. (2.48)

is used.

2.3.2 THE MULTICUSP ION SOURCE

The multicusp ion source is plasma driven allowing direct extraction of negative hy-

drogen (H−) for acceleration. The H−-ions are directly produced by electrons within

the plasma. In Fig. 2.9, the cross section of the multicusp source including the mag-

netic concept is illustrated in a) along axis and in b) in the radial axis. The gas inlet,

which injects the required hydrogen gas is located directly at the cathode. The needed

electrons for production and conservation of the plasma are produced by heating fil-

aments. The whole plasma chamber (anode) is set on positive potential relative to

the cathode that accelerates the produced electrons from the cathode to the anode in

order to reach the required ionization energy (collision ionization). The produced ion

current is proportional to the emitted electron current, the gas density in the chamber,

the cross section for ionization and the distance between cathode and anode [Lak04].

With the help of the multicusp geometry the plasma is isolated from the plasma cham-

ber, which consists of radial arranged permanent magnets. As illustrated in Fig. 2.9b,

the arranged permanent magnets generate a magnetic multi-pol field (multi cusps) and

isolate the plasma from the chamber. Through the radial magnetic multi-pol field, the

electrons are reflected into the plasma and the field geometry constrains them on radial

circles with a lateral drift direction to the extraction electrode. The most significant

difference between other sources is, that firstly the generation of negative hydrogen

directly takes place within the plasma and secondly the cycling electrons have a longer

path to the extraction site. Thus, the electrons are cooling down through collisions

from 5 eV to an optimum energy of roughly the half of it, which is the maximum for

the cross section for producing negative hydrogen, directly in front of the extraction

[Gab07; Hem05]. Therefore, the plasma density increases towards the middle of the
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Figure 2.9: Illustration of the cross sections of the high brightness multicusp source in a)

along the axis. In b), the cross section across the axis including the magnetic concept of the

source with its potentials is shown.

chamber as well as to the point of extraction.

For optimum H−generation, the electron energy has to be further reduced to ∼ 1 eV.

This is done by the transversal filter field BFilter (see Fig. 2.9a and 2.10), which is

orientated perpendicularly to the plasma extraction and is also used as a filter for

the extracted electrons. Thus, the electrons cannot reach the extraction aperture on

a linear path and the collision rate increases through the gyrations movement. This

leads to a second reduction of the electron energy at which the cross section for the

H− generation is higher once again.

SPACE CHARGE LIMITED EXTRACTIONS

The source is designed to obtain the largest possible current at a defined aperture and

acceleration voltage. The extractable current is limited by space charges. This means

that, if the extracted current overruns a specific value of an ion density, the electric

field generated by the ion beam itself interferes with the electric field of the extraction

with the consequence of a field free area within the emitting area. The ions in this film

cannot be extracted and therefore do not enhance the extracted current.

The maximum current IEx of a charged particle beam extracted through an aperture

of radius r and a distance d of the acceleration electrodes is plotted in Fig. 2.10. It is

given by the limit [Chi11]:

IEx =
4π

9
ε0

√
2q

m
S2U

3
2

Ex (2.49)
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Figure 2.10: Schematic illustration of the extraction zone and its magnetic filter field of the

multicusp source.

with S = r/d being the aspect ratio of the extraction electrode, ε0 the dielectric

constant, q/m the specific charge of the extracted ions and UEx the extraction potential

of the beam.

The energies of the ions directly before extraction are Ex,y,z ≈ 1 eV. The longitudinal

part Ez is changed after the extraction due to the acceleration potential. Therefore,

by using Eq. (2.43) one can estimate an extraction angle to be θx,y '
√
Ex,y/Ez. The

spatial and angular emittance εEx can be defined by the extraction aperture with r2π

and θ2
x,yπ (for the assumption of a radial phase space volume). Thus, the achievable

source brightness BEx (Eq. (2.46)) under the condition of a space charge limited current

from Eq. (2.49) is given by

BEx =
4
9
ε0
√

2q

π
√
mEx,y

U
3
2

Ex

d2
. (2.50)

The achievable brightness mainly depends on the extraction potential UEx, the transver-

sal energies Ex,y and the geometric extraction length d. It is only possible to optimize

the extraction potential UEx and the extraction aperture r, which defines the extraction

current but not the source brightness. This means, that it is not possible to improve

the current at the given geometry. In our case, the extraction potential is limited to

UEx ≤ 30 kV due to technical reasons.

The space charge limited current IEx and source brightness BEx using Eq. (2.49) and

Eq. (2.50) can be estimated for the used source with an extraction length of d = 68 mm
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Figure 2.11: a) Space charge limited extraction current IEx in dependence on the aspect

ratio S = r/d with d ∼ 68 mm after Eq. (2.49) for two extraction potentials of UEx = 20 kV

and UEx = 30 kV. In b), the calculated space charge limited brightness BEx (UEx = 30 kV)

after Eq. (2.50) in dependence on two transversal ion energies Ex,y of 0.8 eV and 1.2 eV is

plotted.

as plotted in Fig. 2.11. In Fig. 2.11a, the space charge limited H−-current IEx is plotted

in dependence on the radius r of the extraction aperture for two extraction potentials

of UEx = 25 kV and the maximum potential of UEx = 30 kV using Eq. (2.49). As a

result, the extractable H−-current can be estimated to ∼ 1 . . . 2.25 mA in the range of

the available extraction apertures from 2.5 . . . 3.5 mm with an extraction potential of

(25− 30) kV.

In Fig. 2.11b, the brightness BEx after Eq. (2.50) is plotted in dependence on

the applied acceleration voltage UEx for transversal ion energies Ex,y of 0.8 eV and

1.2 eV. The achievable brightness BEx is estimated to be in the range of BEx ∼
15 . . . 25µAmm−2mrad−2MeV−1.

There are several limits in using the H−-beam which is extracted from the multicusp

ion source at the Munich tandem accelerator. One major difficulty arises out of the

fact that current injection into the tandem accelerator is limited to ∼ 1 mA due to the

existing power supplies, limiting charging currents of the tandem accelerator, radiation

restrictions and heating of microslits in front of SNAKE. For this, we decided to use

the r = 2.5mm (S = 0.036) aperture to reduce the extraction current to 1 . . . 1.2 mA of

the source. This adapted extraction current can be optimized for the tandem system

with tandem side aperture system before injection.
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Figure 2.12: Calculation of the negative hydrogen density ρH− (black lines) and the E-field

E (green lines) introduced by the space charges for the homogeneous distributed beam ρrec

(solid lines) and for a Gaussian distribution ρgauss (dashed lines). The used beam parameter

for the calculation are: beam current of I = 1 mA, an initial beam radius of r = 2.5 mm and

an extraction voltage of UEx = 30 kV.

2.3.3 SPACE CHARGE LIMITED BEAM TRANSPORT

As already shown, space charges influence the extractable ion current and also the

beam optic properties. In the following, we discuss space charge effects during the

transport of a high brightness beam.

After the extraction from the source, the beam has to be transported to the experi-

mental setup. The particle ion beam has a negative space charge if the beam volume

is filled with negative hydrogen atoms H−. Due to this local space charges, each ion

is affected by a radial repulsive (Coulomb-) force FC which leads to an increase of the

original radius r0 and thus a decrease in beam brightness.

In Fig. 2.12, the H−-density ρH− (black lines) and the space charge induced E-field

E (green lines) are plotted for the homogeneously distributed beam ρrec (solid lines)

and for a Gaussian distribution ρgauss (dashed lines). The negatively charged hydrogen

ions are forced by the space charge induced E-field E(r) with F (r)el = qE(r). In the

case of the homogeneously distributed beam ρrec, the E-field shows a linear dependency

E(r) ∝ r in the radial direction and therefore the force Fel(r) is also proportional to r.

In case of the Gaussian distribution ρgauss, the acting forces show a nonlinear depen-

dency with Fel(r) ∝ r+O(r2). As already discussed in Sec. 2.3.1, only non-conservative
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forces can change the emittance ε and therefore reduce beam brightness B. The space

charge forces Fel(r) are conservative and the changes of the phase space volume can be

corrected by, e.g., a lens system as long as the applied forces of the lens show the same

functional dependence on r e.g. Fel,lens(r) ∝ −r (neglecting lens aberrations). How-

ever, in case of the Gaussian distribution the nonlinearity cannot be fully corrected.

Only the very inner beam region can be corrected where forces are mostly linear. In

this case, the emittance ε is in fact the same but the effective occupied phase space

volume εeff is larger and therefore the averaged brightness according to Eq. (2.47) with

εlimit = εeff is lower.

For the discussion of the impact of the space charge effects during the beam propaga-

tion along the beam axis in z, a homogeneous distribution ρrec of a laminar beam with

identical particles at a beam radius r is used. For the distance r of the beam fraction,

one obtains the differential equation [Gro83]:

d2r

dz2
=

1

4πε0

√
m

2q

I

U
3
2

Ex

1

r
(2.51)

with I being the transported current. The quotient

K =
I

U
3
2

Ex

(2.52)

in Eq. (2.51) is called Perveanz and describes how much the space charges affect the

beam. The other parameters in Eq. (2.51) only depend on the particles and can be

summarized in a constant by:

K0 = 4πε0

√
2q

m
. (2.53)

With Eq. (2.52) and (2.53) the differential equation (2.51) can be written as:

d2r

dz2
=

K

K0

1

r
(2.54)

This differential equation can be solved by numerical integration. One can approximate

a solution of Eq. (2.54) for large distances (z/r0 >> 1) to:

r(z) '
√
K

K0

z. (2.55)

This means, that the beam radii r of a beam with a perveanz of K = K0 and an initial

radii of r(z = 0 · r0) = r0 is enlarged by a factor of 2 after the propagation length of

z = 2r0. For neglecting space charge effects during the transportation of an ion beam,
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(operating point)

Figure 2.13: Calculation of the beam perveance for H−-beam with K0 = 1.54 ·10−6A V−3/2

and the limits with K = K0 (high space charge forces) and K = 10−4 ·K0 (neglecting space

charge forces).

the perveanz should be K ≤ 10−4 ·K0 (r(z = 100 · r0) ≤ 2r0). In Fig. 2.13, the current

I of the ion beam vs the extraction voltage UEx is plotted with the perveanz limits for

the used negative hydrogen (H−)-ions (K0 = 1.54 · 10−6A V−3/2).

In general, space charge effects are reduced by the density of rest gas ions ρX+ . The

positive rest gas ions are captured by the negative space charge of the H− beam and

lead to a compensation of the space charge effect. The production of the rest gas ions

X+ depends on the production rate, the H− energy and its density ρH− . Due to the

higher masses and the lower velocities of the rest gas ions, it is possible that the density

of the rest gas ions is higher than the H− density and therefore results in a positive

beam potential. One can basically differentiate between two regimes: 1. the rest gas

density, ρX+ , is lower than the H− density, ρH− , which occurs for ultra high vacua

where the production of ions from the residual gas is limited. In this case, the ion

beam is under compensated and 2. the ion density from the residual gas ρX+ is equal

or higher than the H− density, ρH− , and therefore the beam is at least compensated or

over compensated by the resulting positive space charge [Lak04].
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QUANTIFICATION OF

HYDROGEN DEPTH PROFILES

Coincident pp-scattering has been utilized to measure hydrogen in three dimensions

with µm resolution. A sub- at–ppm sensitivity as been demonstrated when analyzing

low Z-material like diamond [Rei04]. However, a sensitivity of only 180 at–ppm was

obtained, when analyzing high Z material. One of the main goals of this thesis is to

enhance the sensitivity for hydrogen detection when analyzing high Z-material. In

addition, the accuracy in the quantification of hydrogen profiles was limited. A second

goal was to increase the potential to obtain quantitative hydrogen profiles.

In order to resolve and determine the quantitative hydrogen content in µm-dimensions,

e.g., in the surrounding of grain boundaries of tungsten, one has to enlarge the sen-

sitivity (reducing the accidental events) of the new detector setup. The high proton

energies used for penetrating the tungsten sample induce artifacts within the strip de-

tectors. The detected protons can deposit their energy over more than one single strip

or become lost at the edges of the detector due to their high stopping length. These

events result in long low energy tails in the energy (depth) scale of the hydrogen dis-

tributions. This effect is called ”cluster effect”. In order to understand these artifacts

in this thesis, the simulation code called CORTEO (see. Sec. 2.2) is used. CORTEO

fully reproduces the proton-proton scattering events of the detection setup. One main

part of this thesis is to implement a further routine to reproduce the cluster effects

caused by the strip detector itself which is discussed in Sec. 3.1.3. One solution is

a new filtering concept, that should sort out the events effected by the cluster effect.

This new filter concept is based on a high accurate energy measurement of the detected

protons and gives new challenges to the energy calibration of the used strip detectors.

By detecting and analyzing the high energies for thick and high Z order materials the

energy range of the detected protons becomes wide with 0 . . . 18 MeV due to the high
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Figure 3.1: Integrated pp-events in a depth scale of a sample which consists of four ≈ 60µm

thick Si-wafer in a sandwich configuration of 900 nm thick Mylar layers. The Mylar foils have

a high hydrogen content in order to show the yield reduction with the depth using coincident

proton-proton scattering.

energy loss of the protons within the sample. However, the measured energy of the

protons is used to generate a depth scale and therefore the accuracy of the energy

calibration is also limiting the depth sensitivity. For creating high effective filters that

eliminate the induced cluster effects and assure a precise depth scale in µm-dimensions,

a new calibration method of the strip detectors is developed in this thesis. This thor-

oughly new calibration method is discussed in Sec. 3.1.2.

However, as shown in Fig 1.2b, the depth resolution limits the sensitivity. The energy

to depth scale transformation was done in the past by a first order correction with

an accuracy of ∼ 20%. In this thesis, this limited accuracy is improved by the use of

CORTEO code in order to precisely deconvolve the measured energy signal to a depth

scale (see Sec. 3.2).

Furthermore, for accurate quantification the deconvolved hydrogen content of the depth

profiles is additionally affected by a yield reduction depending on the depth. This is

shown in Fig. 3.1, where the integrated pp-event content depending on the depth of

a sample is shown. The sample consists of four ≈ 60µm thick Si-wafer in a sandwich

configuration with five 900 nm thick Mylar layers. The Mylar foils are used due to

their high and constant hydrogen content in order to show the pp-yield reduction with

the depth using coincident proton-proton scattering. One can see that the integrated
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pp-yield increases with the depth. On the one hand, this is caused by the scattering

probability which changes with the proton energy and therefore with the depth. On

the other hand, the protons within the sample are affected by small angle (multiple)

scattering and therefore the 90◦ correlation of both scattered protons is smeared out.

Thus, by filtering for this correlation, the yield is a function of the depth and the

material properties. These corrections were also done in the past using a first order

correction with an accuracy of ∼ 20%, which is limited on thin or low Z order materi-

als because the correction is getting worse with thick or high Z order materials. This

first order correction is additionally based on calibration standards, that should have

mostly the same material properties as the samples with a defined hydrogen content in

order to calibrate for this yield reduction. This is a very time consuming process and

it is not always possible to build standards with material properties that are identical

with the properties of the sample that has to be measured. The goal of this thesis is to

use the CORTEO code in order to simulate the exact yield reduction as the measured

one which is presented in Sec. 3.3. This simulated so-called yield reduction function

is used to correct the measurements in a highly precise way without the use of any

calibration standards.

3.1 OPTIMIZATION OF ENERGY SIGNALS

For hydrogen depth profiling the depth at which the scattering took place can be

evaluated from the energy sum Esum = E1 + E2 of the two scattered protons. For

optimum depth resolution, hence the optimum energy resolution is necessary. Since

the energy is measured from different detectors, the energy calibration for each

detector has to be much better than its energy resolution in order to not disturb the

overall energy resolution.

3.1.1 DETECTOR SETUP

For the detection setup at SNAKE, four double-sided silicon strip detectors (DSSSD,

Micron Semiconductor Design W1) with an active area of 50 × 50 mm and 16 strips

on each side (back and front), i.e., in total 128 strips (64 front and 64 back strips) as

shown in Fig. 1.1 are used. The detectors are arranged in a box-like structure and each

pair of detectors is facing each other [Rei16]. The front strips are perpendicular to the

back side strips. Due to this fact, an impact pixel (i, j) is registered at the detector if

a particle hits the front strip i and back strip j.

The basic parameters measured by the setup is the energy E of each particle, the pixel
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Figure 3.2: Measurement of a 900 nm thick Mylar foil. The energy sum Esum in dependence

on the energy difference ∆E is plotted when using α-particles for calibration.

position (i, j) and the time of arrival. Thus, for an optimal energy calibration one has

to calibrate 128 strips over a wide range from 0 MeV − 20 MeV, corresponding to an

initial beam energy of E0 = 25 MeV. The absolute accuracy of the calibration should

be < 20 keV (σ) which is smaller than the energy spread of the beam.

3.1.2 ENERGY CALIBRATION

The depth resolution as well as the depth accuracy is directly correlated to the detector

calibration. Therefore, it is essential to optimize the calibration itself. Thus, a new

highly accurate calibration method for the calibration of the 128 strips (front and back)

of the four detectors has been developed to optimize the detector resolution.

ENERGY CALIBRATION USING α-PARTICLES

The energy calibration of all 128 strips is done with the help of a mixed nuclide α-

source which emits α-particles with energies of 5.155 MeV, 5.486 MeV and 5.805 MeV.

The calibration is done by a linear interpolation of the measured channels and the

known energies.

Figure 3.2 shows in detail the measurement of the Mylar foil of Fig. 2.2b by using the

α-particle calibration. One can see, that the energy sum is not exactly identical with

the incident beam energy of E0 = 13 MeV and is significantly too large at 13.15 MeV.

The spectrum is systematically shifted (150 keV) to overly larger energies and the
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of the basic concept of the double-sided silicon strip detector

(DSSSD), which consists of a sensitive region, covered by a dead layer on the front and

back sides respectively. The dead layer consists of an electrical contact (strip) of 200 nm

aluminum and 400 nm heavily doped silicon.

resolution in the energy sum decreases for larger energy differences. This is due to the

construction of the Si-strip detector and the use of α-particles at relatively low energies

instead of protons in the necessary energy range.

A silicon strip detector has a sensitive region, that is covered by a dead layer on the

front and back side respectively. This dead layer consists of an electrical contact (strip)

of 200 nm aluminum and 400 nm heavily doped silicon as illustrated in Fig. 3.3. The

particle loses energy in the dead layer, which does not account to the measured energy

within the sensitive region. However, the analyzed protons have a different energy loss

within the dead layer in contrast to the α-particles, which are used for calibration.

This fact leads to a systematically wrong calibration for the measured proton energy.

On the one hand, the used α-source has the advantage that the α-particle have the same

energy independent of the angle of detection. But on the other hand, the dead layer

thickness changes in dependence on the incident angle θ due to the scattering geometry

according to 1/sin(θ). Tab. 3.1 compares the stopping powers S in dependence on the

dead layer material for α-particle and protons. For the calibration, we assume an

average α-energy of 5.5 MeV, independent of the detector position. However, for the

protons the angular range of the detector and therefore the proton-proton scattering

kinematics have to be considered. One gets a minimum energy of ∼ 3.5 MeV at θ ∼
60◦, an energy of ∼ 6.5 MeV at θ ∼ 45◦ and a maximum energy of ∼ 9.5 MeV at

θ ∼ 30◦ for the scattered protons when using an incident proton energy of E0 =

13 MeV. Additionally, the total energy loss ∆E† in the dead layer is calculated for

the particles respectively. One can see, that the total energy loss ∆E† in dependence

on the scattering angle θ significantly differs for protons compared to the α-particles.
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Table 3.1: Comparison of the stopping powers S [Zie06] and of the total energy loss ∆E†

within dead layer for protons and α-particles depending on their energy. For protons, the

energy is varied within the angular range of the detector due to the kinematics (E0 = 13 MeV).

For the α-particles, a mean energy of 5.5 MeV is assumed. For the total energy loss, the dead

layer is approximated as a 600 nm thick aluminum layer due to the almost equal stopping

powers from aluminum and silicon.

Stopping power S = dE/dx

particle - material 60◦ − 3.5 MeV 45◦ − 6.5 MeV 30◦ − 9.5 MeV

p− Al in keV
µm

20 12.5 9.6

p− Si in keV
µm

18 11.2 8.4

α− Al (5.5 MeV) in keV
µm

154 154 154

α− Si (5.5 MeV) in keV
µm

133 133 133

energy loss ∆E† = 600 nm
θ

p− Al in keV 14 11 12

α− Al (5.5 MeV) in keV 107 131 185

This leads to errors that depend on the scattering angle θ. Two options have been

considered to enhance the calibration accuracy:

• correction of the calibration energy by the total energy loss ∆E† of the α-particles

in dependence on the scattering angle θ using the pixel information. However, this

correction is based on the assumption of an accurate knowledge of the dead layer

thickness. Small changes of the thickness have an influence on the calibration,

which must not be neglected.

• use of protons with similar energy as utilized during measurement. The total

energy loss ∆E† within the dead layer is small and will be similar to the energy

of the measured protons.

The experimental setup supports the use of protons from elastic and inelastic scattering

reactions that occur within a test sample providing the fully needed energy range for

calibration. This procedure is discussed in the following Section.

CALIBRATION BY PROTON SCATTERING ON THIN FOILS

An accurate detector calibration requires protons in a large energy range, i.e., with

protons from 2 . . . 20 MeV. Since no radiation proton source is known to provide the
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needed protons, they have to be generated from the proton beam of the accelerator.

We decided to use the scattered protons which are in the needed energy range. For

calibration, there are two main sources of usable protons: 1) the protons which are

(elastically and inelastically) scattered at the target material from mixed atoms and

2) the proton-proton scattering reaction itself. However, a calibration through the

elastic proton-proton scattering necessitates an angular resolution due to the involved

kinematics.

The required angular resolution for the proton calibration can be provided by the de-

tector strips. Each detector consists of 16 front strips and 16 back strips. The front

strips are arranged rectangular to the beam axis in contrast to the back strips, which

are arranged in parallel to the beam axis. Fig. 3.4 shows the detectable scattering

angles θ in dependence on the strip number i. In Figure 3.4a, one can see that the

front strips have a sharp angular distribution within each strip in contrast to the back

strips, which show a wide angular distribution (see Fig. 3.4b), because each back strip

covers θ = 30◦ . . . 60◦. Due to the detector geometry, the angular resolution depends

on the distance between the calibration sample and therefore on each strip number.

Depending on the front strip number i, the angular resolution of each strip changes

from ∆θi=1...16 ≈ 3◦ . . . 1◦. The mean angle θ̄i of each front strip i changes stepwise with

step widths from θ̄i − θ̄i−1 ≈ 2.5◦ . . . 0.7◦. Hence, only the front strips of the detectors

are calibratable with the protons due to the angular dependent kinematics. However,
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Figure 3.5: Measurement of the Mylar foil with the detected singles depending on the strip

no. with an incident beam energy of E0 = 13 MeV. In a,d), the full measured spectra is

shown, in b,c), a small region of a) to better see the inelastic reactions and in c) the calculated

reactions.

the calibrated front strips can be used to calibrate the back strips (the calibration of

the back side strips is discussed later). This allows one to calibrate the detector within

the full energy range with the right particle. For producing some elastic and inelastic

reaction, the 0.9µm Mylar foil is used again.

The Mylar foil consists of H(36.36%), C(45.45%) and O(18.18%). Energy spread of

the protons is in the keV range (1) and hence negligible. An incident beam with an

energy of E0 = 13 MeV is used in order to get an optimal energy variation of both

elastic and inelastic scattering reactions.

In Fig. 3.5abd, the measured energy spectra are plotted depending on the front strip

(1)3 keV (sigma) for the incident beam which is scattered on the back side and 3.8 keV for both

protons scattered on the front side of the foil with an assumed scattering angle of θ = 45◦.
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Figure 3.6: Energy sum Esum in dependence on the energy difference ∆E of both detected

proton energies in a) for the front strips and in b) for the back strips.

number i. One can clearly see energy lines caused by the different scattering reactions.

The main reactions are elastic and inelastic C(p, p)C, O(p, p)O and pp-scattering as

marked. Fig. 3.5c shows the calculated energies of these reactions which are most im-

portant for calibration and with the highest statistics. The inelastic reactions are

for carbon EC(Q, θ) with 12C(2+) and 12C(0+) with Q-values(2) of Q(12C(2+)) =

−4.439 MeV and Q(12C(0+)) = −7.654 MeV and for Oxygen EO(Q, θ) with 16O(0+)

and 16O(2+) with Q-values of Q(16O(0+)) = −6.129 MeV and Q(16O(2+)) =∼ 7 MeV.

The measured lines can be well correlated with the theoretically calculated lines in

Fig. 3.5c.

The elastic pp-scattering reactions can directly be used for calibration since the detec-

tor would be sensitively calibrated at the region of the measurement energies. However,

as already mentioned above, the angular resolution of the front strips limits the energy

resolution (stepwise line) for the calibration. Due to this reason, only the elastic and

inelastic scattering reactions on carbon and oxygen are used because of the smaller

gradient in kinematic. In addition, an Au foil is used in order to get a calibration line

with very low kinematics and almost the full beam energy of 13 MeV.

(2)The Q-values describe the needed energy to start the reaction. Elastic reactions have Q-values of

Q = 0.0 MeV.
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the back strips.

RESULTS:

This new calibration method is applied to calibrate the energy spectra in Fig. 3.2.

As a result, one obtains the sum energy versus energy difference spectra as shown in

Fig. 3.6a. The new energy calibration results in an energy sum of Esum = (13.01 ±
0.02) MeV. It does not depend on the scattering angle (∆E). This newly achieved

calibration (see Tab. 3.2) only shows a small systematic sift of 10 keV with an overall

energy resolution of 42 keV (FWHM).

CALIBRATION OF THE BACK STRIPS

The calibrated energy signal from the front strips can be used to calibrate the signal

of the back strips because each signal is measured once for each side (front and back).

This principle of calibration is illustrated in Fig. 3.7a with the measured energies Ef

of the front strips f00 . . . f15. These are used for the energy calibration of the channels

Ch(b00 . . . b15) of the back side strip, e.g., b10. Fig. 3.7b shows that the front side

energy in dependence on the the back side channel number gives a different calibration

function for each back side strip.

The applied calibrated energy signal of the back side strips is shown in Fig. 3.6b, where

the energy sum Esum is plotted in dependence on the energy difference ∆E of the back

strips. The achieved calibration accuracy (see Tab. 3.2) of the back side strips shows
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the same small systematic uncertainty of 10 keV with an overall energy resolution of

only 37 keV (FWHM).

Note, that due to the calibration of the back sides with the help of the front sides

both calibrated energies are correlated to each other. This correlation is plotted in

Fig. 3.8a, where the energy sum of the front strips Esum,f is plotted in dependence on

the energy sum of the back strips Esum,b. The events accumulate in a 2D-Gaussian

distribution around Esum,f = Esum,b = 13.01 MeV, with the sigmas of the two half axis

with (σ1, σ2) = (12 keV, 22 keV). The σ1-axis corresponds to the theoretically achieved

intrinsic detector resolution with 28 keV (FWHM). The σ2-axis additionally includes

the energy straggling of the protons within the sample and the dead layer and charge

statistics in the signal detection. Bohr-straggling [Boh48] (see Sec. 2.1.3.3) within the

Mylar foil is one of the main contributions to σ2. For the Mylar foil, one can estimate

this contribution to 3 keV (sigma) for the incident beam, which is scattered on the

back side of the Mylar foil and
√

2 · 3.8 keV = 5.4 keV (sigma) that corresponds to

a FWHM of 13 keV for the both protons scattered on the front side of the foil with

an assumed scattering angle of θ = 45◦. Thus, the contribution of Bohr-straggling in

the Mylar foil is minor. This reveals the possibility of pushing the detector resolution

by averaging the energy sum and energy difference of the front and back side with

Ēsum = 1
2
(Esum,f + Esum,b) and ∆Ēdiff = 1

2
(∆Ediff,f + ∆Ediff,b). In Fig. 3.8b, this is
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Table 3.2: Comparison of the determined detector resolution δE separated in systematic

δEsys and statistic δEdet uncertainties. The determined detector resolution δE is achieved

by the calibration using α-particle and the new method with elastic and inelastic scattered

proton reactions.

detector / calibration δEsys (FWHM) δEdet (FWHM)

α front calib. for ∆E ± 2 MeV in ( keV) 150 45

α front calib. for | ∆E |≈ 5 MeV in ( keV) 150 75

protons front calib. in ( keV) 10 42

protons back calib. in ( keV) 10 37

protons mean of front/back in ( keV) 10 35

protons σ1 (FWHM) in ( keV) 10 28

protons σ2 (FWHM) in ( keV) 10 52

intrinsic energy straggling (Mylar) ( keV) 13 -

done for the Mylar sample and finally a slightly reduced overall energy resolution of

35 keV (FWHM) (see Tab. 3.2) is achieved, still with the same systematic uncertainty

of 10 keV.

3.1.3 NEIGHBOR STRIP HITS

There is an additional issue to the precise energy calibration: a minor fraction of

xx% of the true pp-events plotted in Fig. 3.8b has a sum energy of much smaller

than E0 − δEtotal causing a tail down to even about E0 − 500 keV. This tail causes

a background in the case of thick samples, where true events from the inner sample

depth are expected and destroys the possible sub-ppm sensitivity of this method.

These events are not equally distributed around E0. They are caused by a loss in

charge collection in the detector. This problem and its partial solution are discussed

in the following.

The used detection based on the strip detector of each proton is illustrated in

Fig. 3.9: a cross section of the strip detector is shown, where the protons lose their

energy during their path within the detector bulk material. The new detection setup

allows to detect proton energies of up to 25 MeV. However, due to the flat incidence,

the protons can cross more than one strip and thus, a fraction of protons deposits its

energy over more than one strip. The protons hit the strip i on the surface and the

path through the detector (red line) also covers the area under the neighboring strips
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Figure 3.9: Illustration of a cross section of the double-sided silicon strip detectors (DSSSD).

The strip i on the surface is hit by a proton and its path through the detector bulk material

is shown. An additional effect (cluster effect) is induced by a proton which path covers more

than one strip of the DSSSD. In this case, the incident proton energy clusters (Ei,i±1) over

more than one single strip of one detector side.

i ± 1 until the proton is stopped. The energy Ep of the detected proton clusters over

two strips can be calculated with:

Ep = Ei + Ei±1. (3.1)

This effect can occur on the front side as well as on the back side. The problem is,

that each energy signal is only converted to a digital energy value if it is above a

certain threshold (ADC-threshold). This is a required data reduction in order to avoid

recording below the noise-threshold. If the signal of one strip is below the threshold,

the fraction of the energy is lost for the so-called ”clustering” events.

In order to understand this effect and construct filters for it, this effect is simulated by

using the CORTEO code and its output. The CORTEO output delivers the information

of proton energy and hit position at the detector surface in order to simulate the

trajectories and its energy deposition within the detector.

In Fig. 3.10a, the hit position of the coincidently detected pp-scattering events on the

detector surface with an active size of 50 × 50 mm is shown. The distribution of the

hit positions in Fig. 3.10a is caused by the geometry of the detector setup and the

pp-scattering geometry. There are areas on the left edge at the corners and in the

middle of the right edge, where no corresponding particles are registered and hence

no coincident events appear. These areas are not covered by the strip detector on the

opposite side due to the angular correlation of ∼ 90◦ within the scattering plane of

both scattered protons.
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events with the maximum path length through the detector are shown. In c) real pp-events

considering their ranges within the detector bulk material using an incident proton energy of

13 MeV are demonstrated.

In Fig. 3.10bc, the events are plotted where the charge is distributed on two neighbored

strips (cluster strip events). The division of the events charge to three neighbored strips

is not possible due to the detector geometry. In Fig. 3.10b, events with clustering strip

are plotted assuming the protons have infinity range (theoretical full geometric length

Lmax, corresponding to the red full and doted line in Fig. 3.9). In Fig. 3.10c, the

location of the cluster events are shown considering only the range of the protons,

that are emitted from E0 = 13 MeV initial energy (Ep < 10 MeV). The ratio of

clustered events ncl to the total events n0 becomes maximal in case of Fig. 3.10b with

ncl/n0 = 43% and decrease to ncl/n0 = 10% in Fig. 3.10c demonstrating the range

dependency on this effect at E0 = 13 MeV.

One could sum up the energy of neighboring strips in order to handle this so-called

cluster effects. However, this can also include coincident accidentals. In addition, it

would reduce energy resolution due to electronic noise of two strips. Hence, a cluster

filter has been developed to filter events in which only one strip has detected an event

and all other events and can be sorted out. However, for each strip detector of the

system an energy threshold Ethr is set to exclude hardware noise.

But this threshold limits the sensitivity to identify a cluster strip event: only events

which are over this threshold (Ethr < Ei,i±1) are detected are sorted out. However, if

one of the energies, Ei or Ei±1 of Eq. (3.1) is less than the energy threshold Ethr of the

hardware (Ethr > Ei,i±1), the energy Ei,i±1 is lost and cannot be filtered by the cluster
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filter.

The impact of the cluster effects on the pp-scattering spectra with the dependency on

the energy threshold Ethr is shown in Fig. 3.11. For the simulation, a 130µm thick

hydrogen rich Kapton foil which is thick enough to cover a broad range of energy loss

through the sample has been used, in order to obtain the full energy range of protons

at the detector. Fig. 3.11 shows the energy E1 in dependence on the energy E2 from

opposites detector with an incident proton energy of E0 = 13 MeV. Fig. 3.11a shows

the spectrum without the inclusion of the cluster effect. In comparison, Fig. 3.11b-d

show the spectra simulated for the strip detector requiring different energy thresholds

Ethr of 0.0 MeV (Fig. 3.11b), 0.3 MeV (Fig. 3.11c) and 1.0 MeV (Fig. 3.11d).

Two contributions to the spectra caused strip cluster effects can be distinguished: 1)

there are two bands in the range of 0 . . . 3.8 MeV for each energy E1,2. These two bands

are caused by the protons, which hit the strips located at the edge of the detector and

cannot be stopped. This means the energy is not fully deposited and the ”real” protons

energy cannot be reconstructed. These events are included in the depth profile and

limit the sensitivity. 2) the distribution is smeared out in dependence on the threshold

energy Ethr at the low energy edges. This effect is caused by strip cluster events, where

the energy of one strip is below the threshold energy E1,2 < Ethr. Thus, the edges are

smeared out in the width of the threshold energy Ethr.

CLUSTER EVENT FILTER

A further reduction of strip cluster events is obtained, when comparing the two mea-

sured energies of the front side Ef and back side Eb. For instance, if the proton deposits

its energy over more than one strip of the front side, the probability is low that it will

also hit more than one strip on the back side. Hence, in this case the energy difference

is Ef−Eb 6= 0. This energy difference gives the possibility to create an additional filter

in order to sort out these artifacts effectively. The quality of the filter is based on the

calibration accuracy (< 10 keV systematic calibration uncertainty) and the absolute

equal calibration of the front side and back side.

For setting adequate limits for this new filter (cluster filter) a threshold filter energy

∆Ef,b with Ef −Eb 6= ±∆Ef,b is introduced. Only a small amount that looses roughly

the same energy by clustering on the front and back strips within ±∆Ef,b is still ac-

cepted.

In Fig. 3.12, the energy sum Esum of the measured Mylar foil is shown with an adap-

tion of the cluster filter for different threshold filter energies ∆Ef,b. The background

induced by the cluster effects is reduced depending on the cluster filter whereas the
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Figure 3.11: Simulation of the pp-scattering spectra of a 130µm thick Kapton foil using

CORTEO. The energy E1 in dependence on the energy E2 from the opposite detector with

an incident proton energy of E0 = 13 MeV is plotted. In a) without the cluster effect, in

b) with the implemented cluster effect with a threshold energy Ethr = 0 MeV, in c) with a

threshold energy of Ethr = 0.3 MeV and in d) for Ethr = 1.0 MeV is plotted.

true events barely change. A quantitative measurement for the improvement of the

ratio of the peak content within the energy window of 12.9 MeV . . . 13.1 MeV is inte-

grated and compared to the rest of the spectra. In case of the unfiltered spectra (gray

spectra), the ratio between noise and signal is 10%. By adapting the cluster filter with

∆Ef,b ± 100 keV (blue spectra) and ±40 keV (green spectra), the noise to signal value

is reduced to 0.5% and 0.3%.

One can additionally use the edge strips as a ”veto” strip only for the events which in-

duce a cluster event at the edge. The adaption of this idea is proven by the simulation

and has to be adapted to the measurements in the future work.
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3.2 TRANSFORMATION OF THE ENERGY

SPECTRA INTO A DEPTH PROFILE

Parts of the content reprinted with permission from:

M. Moser and P. Reichart and A. Bergmaier and C. Greubel and F. Schiettekatte and

G. Dollinger, Hydrogen analysis depth calibration by CORTEO Monte-

Carlo simulation, Nucl. Instr. Meth. B 371 (2016) 161-166.

The energy sum Esum of the coincidentally detected protons is directly correlated to

the depth, where the interaction take place. The depth scale can be evaluated by the

stopping power dE/dx for the incident and detected protons within a given sample

composition. However, the achievable depth resolution is limited by the energy res-

olution of Esum and usually is in the range of several µm (5 − 10% of the sample

thickness).

The transformation of the energy sum signal to a depth value is a non-trivial task

because the energy signal from equal depths is affected by the path length effect (see

Sec. 2.1.3.1), that differs for various scattering angles or the energy difference. As

already discussed, this causes bending of the depth lines as visible in Fig. 3.13b.

The transformation of the sum energy scale into a depth scale is usually solved by a

first order approximation: the energy sum signal from front and back surface of this

sample is extracted for each scattering angle/energy difference value and the depth

is approximated by linear decrease from front and back surface value [Rei09]. This

approximation, however, adds uncertainties to a quantitative evaluation of the depth
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Figure 3.13: (a) Principle of the scattering geometry for coincident pp-scattering analysis

with a position sensitive detector system. The shown sample consists of four (60 ± 10)µm

thick Si-wafer in a sandwich configuration of 900 nm thick Mylar layers, in order to get a clear

hydrogen signal with a well defined hydrogen content (3×1018 H–at/cm2 each) as illustrated.

(b) The measured energy sum Esum in dependence on the energy difference ∆E of both

detected protons (see (a)) for an incident proton energy of E0 = 25 MeV is plotted. (c)

Projection of the pp-events onto the energy sum axis compared to the CORTEO simulation

results (red line) are plotted.

profiles.

In order to obtain a transformation of sum energies to depth scales of higher order cor-

rection, spectra are simulated with CORTEO using a given matrix composition with

a defined (1 %) homogeneous depth distribution of hydrogen. The output parameters

of the scattering events are fed into the coincidence analysis as is done with measured

data using the same filter settings of the coincidence analysis. The point of origin of the

scattering event is known from the simulation code and is assigned by a fitting routine

to the energy sum for each scattering angle and can therefore be exactly transformed.

3.2.1 SIMULATION OF ENERGY SPECTRA

Experimental setup

A simple pp-detector setup was used in order to compare the simulated CORTEO

energy spectra with experimental data. As illustrated in Fig. 3.13a, the setup con-

sists of two 1000µm thick Silicon detectors with seven horizontal strips each (Micron

semiconductor Design I) covering a solid angle of detection of ∆Ω ≈ 2 ·65 msr. The

energy resolution was determined by elastic scattering on a single Mylar foil to be

δEdet,σ = 20 keV (1σ width) for each detector side.
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For adaption and verification of CORTEO simulation and its parameters, a sand-

wich sample of four 60µm thick one-side polished Si-wafers (as received) with 0.9µm

thick Mylar layers in between was measured and simulated with CORTEO. This sam-

ple gives a clear hydrogen signal with defined hydrogen density of ρHdz = nH =

3 × 1018 H–at/cm2 per Mylar layer. The sandwich construction has been prepared

by stacking 5 mm × 10 mm large fragments. The planarity of the wafer is specified

by the supplier to be better than 1◦ and the tolerance in thickness was given as

dSi = (60± 10)µm.

The coincident events are preliminary filtered by Mesytec multistrip detector readout

electronics [MES] within a time window of 2− 3 ns in which both protons have to hit

opposite strips which define a scattering plane. The angular sum θsum = θ1 + θ2 is sim-

ply defined by the detector itself. Hence, the angular filter condition for θ1,2 = 45◦±5◦

is fixed to an angular sum of θsum = 90◦ ±O(10◦) only.

Experimental data

In Fig. 3.13b, the energy differences ∆E of the detected proton pairs are plotted in

dependence on the energy sum Esum. The layers of hydrogen from the Mylar foil are

represented as bowed lines originating from the same depth. The bowing is due to the

mentioned path length effect (see Sec. 2.1.3.2). Fig. 3.13c shows the projection onto the

energy sum and can be interpreted as a hydrogen depth profile (upper scale) without

correction of the path length effect. The hydrogen peaks from Mylar are broadened

at lower energies, due to the path length effect but also due to energy spread of the

protons on their way through the sample. One can see that the energy resolution δEsum

decreases with the depth z. The integrated peak content of each layer (gray areas)

shows a decrease of the coincident events, due to the fact that multiple scattering

particularly destroys the angular correction of the pp-coincident with increased path

length z. The reduction of detection efficiency will be discussed in Sec. 3.3.

The data are compared to the data output of the CORTEO simulation (red line). The

simulated yield is normalized to the measured yield. One can see that the simulation

corresponds well with the measured spectra for all parameters, e.g., peak width and

its distribution as well as with the absolute position.

In the following, two other parameters that evaluate the quality of the simulation data

are used: the position of the hydrogen layers and the spreading of the Mylar layers

(peak width).
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Layer position

First, the simulated and measured layer positions are compared. In order to eliminate

systematic uncertainties, the first and last peaks are fitted to an optimum correlation

by using the thickness d of the Si wafers as a fit parameter (see Fig. 3.13c) when using

stopping power values for the protons form SRIM [Zie06]. Best correlation was found

for a mean Si thickness of dSi = 4× (63.5±0.6)µm and the nominal thickness of Mylar

assumed. The standard deviation δd = 0.6µm of the fitted thickness results from a

fit uncertainty of 10 keV in the energy fitting. The result is within the tolerance of

the specifications for the Si thickness and wafer planarity with respect to the beam

size diameter of about 0.5 mm. A thickness difference of ±4µm for the different Si

samples may be the reason for the slight differences between fit and measurement for

the three medium peaks, that show a significant systematic shift of about 70 keVfor the

three medium peaks. It does not make sense to evaluate the individual layer thickness

and its deviation due to the unknown planarity and unprecise thickness specification.

However, the spread function δEsum of each layer and its width σδEsum is evaluated in

the following.

Layer width

The widths σδEsum of the Mylar layers are caused by the path length effect but also

by the energy spread, due to energy loss scattering and multiple scattering effects that

increase with path length of the protons in the sample and due to limited detector

resolution.

In Fig. 3.14, the measured width σδEsum of each Mylar peak (black squares) is plotted

in dependence on the energy sum Esum. The simulated widths (red stars) show a

good agreement with the measured data (black squares) considering variation for the

one-side roughness of ≈ 1µm and additionally for the non-planarity of the wafers.

In the case of CORTEO, the latter morphologic properties cannot be included and

therefore a total roughness Rσ of 2× 1µm for each layer is included. In fact, this is an

assumption that does not represent the physical properties. However, the assumption

enables to show the best agreement σδEsum(Esum) and to obtain a mean deviation to the

measured data of Res(σδEsum) = (18 ± 11) keV (residuum by quadratic substraction).

Assuming a mean stopping power, this corresponds to a deviation for the depth spread

of (1.1 ± 0.6)µm, that can be interpreted as the accuracy for determining a depth

resolution.

The peak widths are also in agreement with analytical models of energy loss straggling

[Boh48] and small angle scattering [Sig74]. Considering these contributions on all paths
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of the of the energy spread δEsum in dependence on the energy

sum Esum. For the CORTEO simulation (red stars) and the measured data (black squares),

the width σδEsum(Esum) of each Mylar peak is plotted. The results of the simulation with

CORTEO (red stars) are plotted with a roughness Rσ ∼ 2µm of the single sample, that

counts for the assumed misalignment of the single wavers. The theoretical model (bold black

dash line) includes all contributions of Eq. (3.2) with the separately plotted contributions

for the energy spread model δE‖, that accounts for the thickness variations R‖, the detector

resolution δEdet, the energy loss strangling δEstragg, the small angle scattering path effect

δEα and the correlated path length effect δEpath. The confidence interval (gray shade) gives

the uncertainty due to R‖ = (0.9± 0.1)µm.

of the protons as well as the independence of the detector energy resolution, one gets:

δEsum(Esum) =
√

2δE2
det + δE2

stragg(Esum) + δE2
α(Esum) + δE2

path(Esum) (3.2)

with δEdet being the energy resolution of the detector (1σ), δEstragg the energy loss

straggling (Eq. (2.8)), δEα the small angle scattering (multiple) included path length

effect (see Fig. 2.4) and δEpath the correlated path length effect as derived in detail in

[Rei09].

The theoretical model of Eq. (3.2) is plotted in Fig. 3.14 (bold black dash line).

Additionally, for the specified non-planarity of the wavers δE‖ is added in order

to count for a misalignment of each layer which is statistically distributed. This

misalignment results in a thickness variation R‖ similar to a roughness. With this,

the theoretical model (bold black dashdot line) is in agreement to the measurement
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with R‖ = (0.9 ± 0.1)µm, where the given uncertainty is drawn as a confidence

interval (gray shade). Thus, the modified analytical model shows the same agreement

as the CORTEO simulation within a mean deviation to the measured data of

Res(σδEsum) = (20 ± 3) keV. This again corresponds to a spread in depth values of

(1.1 ± 0.2)µm. The particular contributions of Eq. (3.2) are separately plotted (thin

black lines) in Fig. 3.14, showing that the energy loss straggling δEstragg in fact gives

the major contribution to the total energy spread δEsum.

With the agreement of both approaches (Monte-Carlo and analytical) with the

experimental data, one can justify the use of CORTEO to transform the measured

energy to a depth scale.

3.2.2 TRANSFORMATION OF ENERGY SPECTRA INTO

DEPTH PROFILES

In the previous section, it has been shown that the CORTEO code is valid for a quan-

titative description of the measured coincident pp-events, with the depth correlated

energy sum Esum. However, the energy sum Esum has to be transformed, due to the

path length effect in order to obtain optimum depth resolution and best quantification

of hydrogen depth profiles. In the following, it will be demonstrated how to use COR-

TEO to calculate this transformation function using the current pp-detector setup as

shown in Fig. 1.1.

Experimental setup

The current setup consists of 4 double-sided silicon strip detectors (DSSSD, Micron

Semiconductor Design W1) with an active area of 50 × 50 mm and 16 strips on each

side (back and front) as discussed in detail in Sec. 3.1. The detectors energy resolution

has been determined to δEσ/E = 0.23 % with δEσ = 15 keV for each proton of about

6.5 MeV at each detector side [Rei16].

The transformation of energy spectra into profiles is done using a Si-Mylar-sandwich

consisting of Si-wafers (nominal thickness 56µm) polished on both sides with in total

three 0.9µm thick Mylar layers on top and bottom and two between. Fig. 3.15a shows

the ”as received” two dimensional spectra (energy sum Esum vs. energy difference ∆E)

of coincidentally detected events. An incident proton energy of E0 = 13 MeV is used.

Three continuous areas of pp-events from the Mylar layers are clearly visible. These

are separated due to the energy loss of the protons in the Si-wafers and bent due to
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Figure 3.15: ”As received” pp-coincidence spectra of 2 × 56µm Si-wafer sandwich with

0.9µm Mylar in between and on top (hydrogen content 3 × 1018 at/cm2 each). (a) Experi-

mental data with current pp-detector setup as described, using 13 MeV incident protons. (b)

Simulated data by CORTEO with the same filter conditions and geometry. Note that pixels

are filled weighted by the applied scattering cross section and give a wrong impression of the

content compared to (a). (c) Projection onto energy sum Esum axis, comparing measurement

(black line) and simulation (red line).

the path length effect.

Simulation

In Fig. 3.15b, the energy signal of the same sample configuration but simulated by

CORTEO is plotted. Again, the front and back layer are fitted by varying the thickness

of the Si between the Mylar foils. A thickness of (55.7±0.7)µm is obtained from the fit.

The simulated pp-events are filtered by the same analysis routine as the experimental

data, taking into account the full geometry of the multistrip detection system as well

as its energy and angular resolution. For comparison, the projection on the Esum

axis is done in Fig. 3.15c even for the complex structured low energy tails. A perfect

agreement of the both spectra is obtained.

Depth map

In order to transform the measured energy spectra Esum(∆E) to a depth map, the 2-

dimensional ∆E-Esum map is used. Each point of the map can be correlated with the

depth where the scattering took place, using the relationship obtained from CORTEO

simulation.
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Figure 3.16: CORTEO simulation of 115µm thick silicon sample with a homogeneous hy-

drogen content.The energy sum depending on the energy difference as a function of the depth

z of the main collision (∆E,Esum)(z) of both simulated protons for an incident proton energy

of 13 MeV is plotted.

In general, this transformation can be done for any target for which the depth pro-

files of the main matrix elements beside hydrogen is known. Assuming a homogeneous

but low hydrogen content, the z-coordinate of the pp-scattering event can be simulated

for a certain point in the Esum(∆E) map as depth value on the z-axis. This approach

is shown for a 115µm thick silicon sample in Fig. 3.16. A depth z is assigned for each

detected pp-event from the measured (∆E,Esum)exp value, even if the lines of constant

z are bowed through the path length effect, as visible in Fig. 3.16. When hydrogen

content is larger than ≈ 1 at–%, the sample composition has to be iteratively changed

until a stable map is obtained. In most cases, a two-step iteration is sufficient to obtain

the correct depth map.

A 2-dimensional fit function is used, in order to assign depth values to events which

have energy coordinates outside the simulated spectra. In this thesis, a functional was

found that represents the kinematics of the path length effect including angular de-

pendencies with ∼ cos(∆E) and ∼ ∆E2 because of the already discussed correlation

of ∆E with the scattering angle θ. The used function, which is fitted on the spectra

in Fig. 3.16 is:

zfit(∆E,Esum) =(p0 + p1 · Esum)+

(p2 + p3 · Esum) · cos(0.05 ·∆E) · (Esum − Esum,max)+

(p4 + p5 · Esum) ·∆E2 · (Esum − Esum,max)

(3.3)

with Esum,max being the maximum sum energy of the protons and p0...5 are the fit
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simulated depth values zsim in dependence on the simulated depth zsim. a) Applied on the

depth map and in b) applied on the Mylar-Si sandwich itself.

parameters. However, fitting the simulated depth of Fig. 3.16 adds an uncertainty

due to the residue of the ”real” depth zsim and the fitted zfit. For evaluation of this

uncertainty, the residue of the fit ∆z = zfit−zsim in dependence on the simulated depth

zsim is plotted in Fig. 3.17.

Fig. 3.17a shows the residue of the fit to the simulated depth map of Fig. 3.16. The

spread of the fitted depths of origin changes from δ(∆zfit)σ ≤ 4µm to δ(∆zfit)σ ≤ 3µm

from zsim ≈ 0µm to zsim ≈ 115µm. The statistical uncertainty δ(∆zfit)σ is not only

caused by the fit but rather by the energy straggling of the beam, which is in this range

and limits the depth resolution.

In Fig. 3.17b, the transformation function zfit(∆E,Esum) is applied on the simulated

Mylar-Si sandwich itself in order to check the quality. The absolute positions are well

transformed from the energy spectra with a discrepancy of less than 1µm.

Thus, the implemented routine to fit the simulated depth map in order to extrapolate

measured energy values works well with an absolute uncertainty of the position of

less than 1µm and with a depth uncertainty of δ(∆zfit)σ ≤ 3µm induced by the fit

accuracy.

Transformation

The result of the applied transformation function is demonstrated in Fig. 3.18, where

the depth z of each event assigned to the ∆E-Esum coordinate is plotted versus ∆E.
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Figure 3.18: Transformed pp-scattering spectra of the same sample as shown in Fig. 3.15

using 13 MeV incident protons. The depth z of each event was assigned to the ∆E-Esum

coordinate by the transformation function, while ∆E was kept so that (∆E,Esum) →
((∆E, z(∆E,Esum)). (a) Experimental data and (b) Simulated data (c) Projection onto

depth z axis, comparing measurement (black line) and simulation (red line).

The original lines representing hydrogen from the one single layer, bent due to the

path length effect in the Esum(∆E) spectra, are transformed to nearly straight lines in

the z(Esum) spectra. The projection to the z-axes gives a hydrogen depth profile with

best z-resolution (see Fig. 3.18c). The corrected spectra (black line) are in perfect

agreement with the simulation (red line). The complex structured low energy tails

shown in Fig. 3.15c are fully corrected by the transformation resulting in a homogeneous

Gaussian distribution of the peak layers.

Heavy materials

Heavy materials like iron and tungsten are highly interesting in the field of, e.g., hydro-

gen embrittlement, as already discussed above. Therefore, it should be demonstrated

that the transformation of the Esum(∆E) spectra to z(∆E) spectra works also

for theses high Z materials. Fig. 3.19 shows hydrogen analysis on Fe-Mylar- and

Ge-Mylar-sandwich samples, that where prepared similar to the Si-Mylar samples as

above. The thickness of the Fe-layers were specified to (25±2)µm by the manufacturer

(Goodfellow). The simulation of the energy spectra (Fig. 3.19a) is in agreement with
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Figure 3.19: Coincident pp energy sum spectra and (corrected) hydrogen depth profile of

2×Fe-Mylar sandwich sample and 2×Ge-Mylar-sandwich sample with 0.9µm thick Mylar

layers in between and on top. Incident proton energy E0 = 13 MeV. (a),(b) For the Fe-

Mylar-sandwich with (25 ± 2)µm thickness the simulation and measurement are in perfect

agreement. (c),(d) The unknown thicknesses of the polished Ge wavers have been determined

by a best fit of the simulated data with 57µm and 46µm thickness.

the experimental data as well as with the transformed depth profile (Fig. 3.19b).

Based on the simulation, the Fe-layers are found in fact to be (24.2 ± 0.2)µm thick

being in the range of the manufacturers specification.

In the case of Ge in Fig. 3.19c and d, polished fragments of a wafer with different

thicknesses of ∼ 50µm are used. The experiment is used to fit the unknown thickness

by CORTEO simulation and found the best agreement with the experimental data at

(57± 0.4)µm and (46± 0.4)µm, respectively.

CONCLUSION

These examples show, that a determination of layer thickness by CORTEO fitting is

possible at an accuracy of ∼ 0.4µm, although the depth resolution of the pp-analysis
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method is limited to few µm. The CORTEO Monte-Carlo simulation code can re-

produce the scattering physics very well, so that it can be used to describe material

dependent pp energy spectra. It is also in agreement with analytical description of Bohr

straggling and small angle scattering theory. In our demonstration of a Si-sandwich

sample, an additional spread is introduced due to misalignment of the sample layers,

equivalent to a roughness value. In this thesis, it is found that fitting by CORTEO-

simulations gives the possibility to evaluate layer spread or roughness with better than

µm-accuracy at 13 . . . 25 MeV proton energy.

It has been shown, that we can use CORTEO in order to transform the energy spec-

trum into a depth spectra and get a calibrated hydrogen depth profile. With this

method, the uncertainty of the depth scale can been reduced to better than 1 % of the

sample thickness. This is, of course, an essential requirement for quantification of hy-

drogen concentration in the depth profile, which has now been solved for any material

composition, sample thickness and proton energy combination.

The data output of CORTEO can be adapted to the individual detector geometry of

a coincidence detector setup and fed into the filter analysis of the data acquisition,

giving the same filtered coincidence signal as the experimental data. The next section

provides a discussion on how this procedure is used to correct the depth dependent

efficiency loss by multiple scattering effects.

3.3 YIELD CORRECTION

This chapter shows how to accurately quantify the hydrogen content using the new

transformation. In Fig. 3.20, a 130µm thick Kapton foil with a constant hydrogen

density distribution of nH = 2.26 · 1022H− at/cm3 is additionally shown. In a) the

energy sum Esum of the events is plotted and in b) the transformed depth spectra is

shown. The black (gray filled) lines are measured data. However, one can see that the

coincident yield Npp changes with the depth although the hydrogen density within the

Kapton foil is assumed to be constant.

The hydrogen areal density nH∆z in ( at/cm2), which is the product of the hydrogen

density nH and the sample thickness ∆z in a certain depth z of the sample, is calculated

by [Rei09]

nH∆z =
Npp

N0 · σpp

with σpp =

∫
Ωpp

∫
∆z

(
dσ

dΩ

)
pp

εpp(z)dzdΩ (3.4)

with Npp being the number of detected pp-scattering events, N0 the number of inci-

dent protons and εpp(z) accounts for the detection efficiency within the solid angle of
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Figure 3.20: Measurement of a 130µm thick hydrogen rich Kapton foil with an initial beam

energy of E0 = 13 MeV. In a) the energy sum Esum of the events is plotted and in b) the

transformed depth spectra is shown. The black (gray filled) lines are measured data and the

red lines the simulated data including pp-scattering cross sections (dσ/dΩ)pp. The yield of

the simulation is adapted by κexpNpp,sim.

detection Ωpp. The differential pp-scattering cross section (dσ/dΩ)pp varies with depth

z due to the change of the proton energy E from energy loss in the sample before the

scattering occurs (see Sec. 3.2).

This means the yield reduction in Fig. 3.20 can be explained by three facts: A) the

differential scattering cross section (dσ/dΩ)pp depends slightly on the proton energy

as well as on the scattering angle. B) multiple scattering effects cause a spread in

the angular correlation and reduce the number of coincident events accepted by the

conditions. C) influences through the detector geometry that are caused due to the

large solid angle of detection.

A) gives a minor change in the yield depending on the depth z of scattering while B)

causes a major fraction of reduction in dependence on z. C) has the largest effect on

detection efficiency for thick samples or low proton energies. These three effects can

be corrected by extracting the εpp(z) function for each sample configuration. This is

discussed and presented in the following.
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3.3.1 YIELD REDUCTION BY MULTIPLE SCATTERING

AND GEOMETRIC EFFECTS

The simulation (red line) in Fig. 3.20b including the fitted pp-scattering cross sections

(see Sec. 2.1.4) gives a good description of the measured energy spectra from the pp-

scattering events of the 125µm tick Kapton foil (gray filled black line). The minor

discrepancies between simulation and measurement may be explained by small inho-

mogeneities of the foil thickness or fluctuations of the hydrogen density of the Kapton

foil. The Kapton foil is assumed to have constant hydrogen content in dependence on

the depth z. The reduction of the pp-yield is caused by multiple scattering (B) and

geometric effects (C).

As already discussed, the protons within the sample are affected by small angle (mul-

tiple) scattering and the scattering angle φ spreads by ∆φ(z) in dependence on depth

z. Hence, filtering of the pp-reaction by using a narrow 90◦ filter condition on the

sum of scattering angles of the two scattered protons leads to a reduction of detection

efficiency. The angular spread ∆φ of multiple scattering depends on the thickness z

but also on the density ρ and the atomic number Z of the material. Because of this,

the yield reduction has to be calibrated sample dependent.

In the past, this correction has been done by a first order correction which resulted in

an accuracy of the efficiency δε ∼ 20% in case of analyzing low Z materials. This first

order correction done by measurements of calibration standards should have mostly

the same material properties (same average Z, same thickness d) as the samples with a

defined hydrogen content. This procedure is very time consuming and it is sometimes

not possible to get calibration standards with the same material compositions and

thickness as the sample which has to be measured. This means, for quantification of

the hydrogen content, it is essential to independently calibrate the detection efficiency

εpp of Eq. (3.4) for any sample composition and filter setting.

In order to obtain such a general efficiency function εpp(z, Z, d, ρ), the simulation code

CORTEO is used to analyze the yield loss from any obtained material composition.

The detection efficiency εpp(z, Z,N, ρ) is divided into two contributions:

εpp(z, Z,N, ρ) = εred(z, Z,N, ρ) · κexp (3.5)

with κexp being the experimental adaption parameter to the simulation. εred(z,N, ρ) is

the so-called yield reduction function and contains all sample dependent contributions.

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the simulation compared to the measurement,

different types of samples like stacks of foils of light elements like silicon (Si) with

Z = 14 up to heavy elements like tungsten (W) with Z = 74 and thick foils are used,

which are listed in Tab. 3.3. The samples were analyzed with incident proton energies
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Figure 3.21: Evaluation of the experimental adaption κexp after Eq (3.6) for different sam-

ples in dependence on the angular spread ∆φ (FWHM) after Eq. (2.14). For the simulation,

the same charge Qsim is always used for the dead time corrected measured charge Qexp.

of 13 MeV and 20 MeV.

The experimental adaption parameter κexp and yield reduction function εred(z,N, ρ)

are evaluated for the different types of samples. The question is, which parameter

(d, Z,E0, nZ) of the different samples should be used for evaluation. For example, the

absolute thickness d of a sample in general is a relative unit for IBA methods because

the ion beam is always influenced by multiple scattering and its angular spread ∆φ. In

this thesis, the evaluation of κexp and εred(z,N, ρ) is done in dependence on the angular

spread ∆φ after Eq. (2.14). However, only the case in which the beam penetrates the

full thickness without scattering within the sample is considered.

Adaption of the simulated yield to the experimental yield with κexp

εexp can be determined as the ratio of the integrated pp-yield content of measurement

and simulation:

κexp =

∫
Npp,expdz∫
Npp,simdz

(3.6)

However, it has to be assumed that the simulated Qsim and measured (applied) charge

Qmea are equal.

In Fig. 3.21, the evaluated κexp(∆φ) values of each dataset of Tab. 3.3 are plotted

in dependence on the angular spread ∆φ. The triangles are the data for an incident

beam energy of E0 = 13 MeV, the boxes are data for E0 = 20 MeV. κexp is spread

instead of the expected constant behavior. This can be explained by the fact, that
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the cup which measures the ion current behind the target is limited in its size and

thus for thick samples or heavy elements the beam is broadened in a way that the

angular spread exceeds the solid angle of the CUP. The mean κexp is determined to be

κexp = 0.29 ± 0.05 (17%) for 13 MeV and κexp = 0.21 ± 0.04 (19%) for 20 MeV. The

residue of less than 20% has to be attributed to the systematic charge measurement

uncertainties.

Evaluation and correction of the measured data using the yield reduction

function εred

In the following, the κexp parameter is not kept constant because the deviations repre-

sent the systematic uncertainties of the charge measurement and should not influence

the accuracy of the quantitative correction with κred.

The complex yield reduction function κred is mainly induced by 1) the detector ge-

ometry itself with its angular dependent illumination and 2) the multiple scattering

induced effects on the filters.

In Fig. 3.22, the yield correction procedure is shown. The aim is, to correct each pp-

yield at any depth by a yield reduction value. In the case of Kapton, the hydrogen

density is assumed to be constant over the full thickness. In principle, this correction

value for each pp-yield can be determined by the simulation itself. However, the thick-

ness and density variations (sample morphology) usually make an direct comparison

between simulation and measurement very difficult even at the surfaces due to the high

gradient of the depth profile. Hence, a numerical fit function is used to reproduce the

dependency of the yield reduction function εred within the sample. The fit of the εred

has the advantage that small discrepancies of the simulation and measurement at the

surfaces can be extrapolated. Fig. 3.22a also shows the fit functions of εred(z, Z) on

the simulated data.

The plot shown in Fig. 3.22b is a result of the adaption of the fitted yield reduction

function εred(z, Z)-function to the measured data (black line, gray filled) of plot a).

As a result, a quantitative hydrogen depth profile is obtained. In case of Kapton, the

hydrogen distribution is expected to be constant with nH = 2.26·1022H− at/cm3 (green

doted profile in Fig. 3.22b). The slight differences between adapted measurement to

the theoretical constant value of nH = 2.26 · 1022H− at/cm3 can be explained by the

variations of the material compositions, thickness and density. Due to this reason, the

residue between expected distribution and measured distribution is evaluated in the

following. This is additionally done for the simulated profiles, in order to see the limit

of this procedure.
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Figure 3.22: Example of the quantitative correction procedure on the Kapton foil (13 MeV,

s. Tab. 3.3). a) Simulation of the Kapton foil with a constant hydrogen content with nH =

2.26 · 1022H− at/cm3 in order to compute the εred(z, Z)-function (green and blue lines) and

in b) the computed quantitative hydrogen depth profiles based on the adapted εred(z, Z)-

function of a) resulting in the measured spectra (black line, gray filled) and simulated spectra

(red line).

For evaluation of the accuracy, the residua ∆nH,EXP(z) = (nH − nH,EXP(z)) can be

used. nH is the theoretically expected value of the measured hydrogen depth profile.

For the simulated hydrogen depth profile, ∆nH,SIM(z) = (nH − nH,SIM(z)) is used. In

case of the measured samples, e.g., Kapton and Polycarbonat with an assumed con-

stant hydrogen content over the full thickness d, this can be directly compared and

evaluated.

In Tab. 3.3, the evaluated mean residua ∆nH,SIM/EXP are summarized. For all samples

only the inner region with ∼ 10% . . . 90% of the thickness d is analyzed (see exem-

plary in Fig. 3.22b). For calculation of the accuracy in hydrogen content, the fitted

εred(z, Z)-function is also adapted to the simulated data, as shown in Fig. 3.22b (red

line).

For the Kapton and Polycarbonat a mean simulation residue of ∆nH,SIM of

0.9% . . . 5.5% for the different analyzed energies is determined (see. Tab. 3.3).

The same evaluation applied to the measured data as it is shown in Fig. 3.22b (black

line) results in a mean residue of ∆nH,EXP = 1.1% . . . 6.2% and is in the same region of

∆nH,SIM, which can be interpreted as the accuracy limit of the procedure. As a conse-

quence, the correction accuracy of the procdure shown in Fig. 3.22 is already limited
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Figure 3.23: Example of the quantitative correction procedures: a) simulation of the full

material thickness with a constant hydrogen content of 1% for computing the εred(z, Z)-

function. b) the measured data of the sandwich with the computed εred(z, Z)-function of a).

c) the computed εred(z, Z)-function is adapted to the measured data from b) resulting in a

quantitatively corrected hydrogen depth profile.

by the fit and simulation accuracy ∆nH,SIM.

The sandwich samples shown in Tab. 3.3 are quantified in the same way as done in

Fig. 3.22 with the samples of constant hydrogen distribution. The steps of the proce-

dure are shown in Fig 3.23: 1) simulation of a sample with same density of, e.g., Si,

but with a constant hydrogen content of 1% (without the Mylar foils) with this, the

εred(z, Z)-function (green and blue dotted lines) is fitted to the data points between

∼ 10% . . . 90%d. The measured data of the sandwich with the computed εred(z, Z)-

function of a) are plotted in Fig 3.23b. In Fig 3.23c, the quantitative hydrogen depth

profile is plotted using the measurement in b) corrected by the εred(z, Z)-function.

For a quality check in case of the sandwich samples the simulation is quantified and with

this the correction accuracy ∆nH,SIM by adapting the computed εred(z, Z)-function to

the theoretically simulated constant hydrogen distribution with the depth, as discussed

above. The determined mean simulation residua ∆nH,SIM are summarized in Tab. 3.3.

For comparison with the measured data, the inner Mylar foil is evaluated, which is

between the two material sheets of different compositions because of the already dis-

cussed difficulties at the surfaces. The determined hydrogen content integrated over

the full profile of the Mylar foil (see gray region in Fig. 3.23c) is compared with its

theoretical area density of ρHd = nH = 3.16 · 1018 H–at/cm2. However, the accuracy of

this value is limited due to thickness fluctuation and therefore area density fluctuation

of nH. The sample preparation can have an influence because the foils are positioned

with tension in order to avoid waviness of the foils. This could also influence the local
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Figure 3.24: Mean residua ∆nH,SIM/EXP = 1
N

∑N
i=0(nH(z) − nH,SIM/EXP(z)) in % in de-

pendence on the angular spread ∆φ (FWHM) in ( mrad). The boxes connected with gray

lines are the mean simulation residue ∆nH,SIM including the fit. The black boxes represent

the comparable data of the Kapton and Polycarbonat sheets due to their constant hydrogen

distribution within the sample (∆nH,EXP). The green circles are the comparison of the inner

Mylar foil of the sandwich samples (∆nH,EXP). In a) the dataset with an incident beam

energy of E0 = 13 MeV and in b) for E0 = 20 MeV is plotted.

areal density nH because of creeping of the foil. Therefore, an uncertainty of the local

area density nH of the Mylar foil with up to 10% has to be assumed. The evaluated

residue of the measured Hydrogen content of the inner foil and the theoretic value are

also included in Tab. 3.3.

For comparison of all evaluated values, the discussed mean residua ∆nH,SIM are plotted

in dependence on the angular spread ∆φ in Fig. 3.24. The values obtained for an inci-

dent beam energy of E0 = 13 MeV are plotted in a) and for E0 = 20 MeV in b). The

boxes connected with gray lines are the mean simulation residua ∆nH,SIM including the

fit which can be interpreted as the limit of the correction accuracy. The black boxes

are the direct comparable data of the Kapton and Polycarbonat samples due to their

constant hydrogen distribution within the sample (∆nH,EXP). The green circles are

the comparison of the inner Mylar foils of the sandwich samples (∆nH,EXP) as already

discussed.

The measured mean residua ∆nH,EXP(∆φ) (black boxes and green circles) follow the

dependency on the mean simulation residua ∆nH,SIM(∆φ) (connected red boxes) and

is mainly in the region of the theoretical accuracy. Taking all mean residua of both

datasets (13 MeV and 20 MeV) of the simulation and the measurement into account the

mean simulation residue is ∆nH,SIM = (−2.1 ± 1.3)% and for the mean measurement
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residue ∆nH,EXP = (−1.9± 1.5)%. This means, the mean simulation residua ∆nH,SIM

and the mean measurement residua ∆nH,EXP are comparable within 2.1% and therefore

only limited by the simulation and below the measurement accuracy.
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3.3.2 CONCLUSION

It is possible to correct the efficiency loss εpp of the pp–yield, which is influenced by the

detection geometry, differential scattering cross sections and filtering of the signal. This

efficiency loss εpp can be separated into two contributions. κexp takes into account the

overall experimental adaption to the simulation and εred(z, Z) accounts for the filters,

small angle scattering of the material that depends on depth. An uncertainty of 19%

is determined, in a detailed evaluation of the experimental adaption κexp. However,

this uncertainty can be explained by systematic measurement uncertainties due to the

determination of the charge. A correction accuracy of the efficiency loss by εred(z, Z)

for different types of samples with 2.1% is achieved and this number is already in the

region of the simulation accuracy with 1.9%.



Chapter 4

BEAM QUALITY

OPTIMIZATION FOR

SENSITIVITY ENHANCEMENT

In many applications, the search for small contents of hydrogen in microstructures is

limited by the low proton beam current. In addition, the lateral resolution is limited by

the beam spot size of the proton microbeam. It is required to enhance beam current and

lateral resolution at the experiment. This can be achieved by minimizing aberrations of

the focusing lens. For an existing lens, this is only possible by the reduction of the lens

aperture with the consequence of a lower measurement current. Improvements of the

resolution by minimizing the lens aberrations effects without reducing the lens aperture

would lead to a total new design of the super conducting lens system. At SNAKE,

a beam spot size below 0.5µm is shown [Dat02], but with a very small measurement

current of several thousand protons per second. This low current is not acceptable for

hydrogen analysis by pp-scattering because of large measuring time. A proton current

of at least 30 pA is necessary to get good event statistics within reasonable measurement

time below 1 hour. In order to enhance beam current at constant lens aperture, one

can only improve the beam quality, i.e., the beam brightness (see Sec. 2.3.1).

4.1 BEAM REQUIREMENTS AT SNAKE

Parts of the content reprinted with permission from:

M. Moser and P. Reichart and W. Carli and C. Greubel and K. Peeper and P. Har-

tung and G. Dollinger, High brilliance multicusp ion source for hydrogen

microscopy at SNAKE., Nucl. Instr. Meth. B 273 0 (2012) 226 - 230.
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Since the beam spot size of a high demagnifying lens is normally limited by lens aber-

rations [Leg93], the beam spot size can also be minimized by reducing the acceptance

εexp = (∆x∆θx ·∆y∆θy)exp. However, beam brightness has to be increased by the same

amount as the acceptance is reduced, in order to keep a constant ion current I, which

is required for a certain application (see Sec. 2.3). The beam brightness of an ion beam

cannot be improved by conventional beam transport systems due to Liouvilles law and

therefore the easiest way to enhance beam brightness is to enhance the brightness of

the ion source. External beam cooling, e.g., through interaction of the proton beam

with a high brightness electron beam, is considered to be too expensive in our case.

With the ECR(1) source, that already exists at the Munich tandem accelerator, an

optimum brightness of B = 0.1µAmm−2mrad−2MeV−1 at SNAKE [Her01] has been

measured. Raytracing simulations of the optimum lens design at SNAKE demonstrate

that a brightness of B = 1µAmm−2mrad−2MeV−1 is required for a resolution of 100 nm

in both directions (x, y) getting a beam current of 100 pA at the experiment under ideal

conditions [Hin97]. The raytracing calculations indicate [Hin97], that the reduction of

beam divergence improves the beam resolution at SNAKE more than quadratically.

Thus, we have installed a new high brightness multicusp H−-source with an available

brightness of 15 . . . 20µAmm−2mrad−2MeV−1. This is roughly a factor of 200 higher

as the brightness of the existing ECR source and a factor of 20 higher as the optimum

design value.

THE MULTICUSP SOURCE AT THE MUNICH TANDEM ACCELER-

ATOR

The new high brightness multicusp ion source (see Sec. 2.3.2) has been installed at the

low energy side of the Munich 14 MV tandem accelerator as illustrated in Fig. 4.1.

The source is installed on a platform (no. 2), that delivers all required infrastructure

for electrical power and water cooling at a negative potential for the preacceleration

of, e.g., 150 kV. This adds to the source extraction potential of UEx = 30 kV with a

total beam energy of 180 keV before injection.

The concept of the installed high brightness multicusp H−-source by HVEE(2) [Vis05]

is shown in Fig. 2.9 including its electric configuration existing of the cathode, anode,

electrode no. 1 and 2 and the extraction electrode. The electric parameters to run the

multicusp ion source under stable conditions are summarized in Tab. 4.1. A cathode

with its tungsten filament produces a high current of 50 A of electrons at a potential of

(1)ECR is an acronym for Electron Cyclotron Resonance

(2)High Voltage Engineering Europe
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the low energy beam line from the multicusp source to the injection

into the Munich tandem accelerator. Illustrated optical elements, which are important for

the ion beam transport. The electrostatic Einzel lenses are Ei and quadrupole doublet lenses

Qi. The acceleration tubes, beam slits S and VSB are also pictured.

−100 V relative to the anode formed as a metallic cylinder to run a hydrogen plasma.

The source reaches a vacuum level of better than 10−7 mbar without the hydrogen

stream. This ensures that no oxygen is in the source, protects oxidation of the source

and also prevents a dangerous mixture of hydrogen within plasma with the oxygen.

For stable running of the source, an optimum gas inlet pressure of p = 50 Pa is found.

With this configuration, a transversal beam emittance of ε = π · 0.81 mm · 1.15 mm×
π · 7.6 mrad · 8.3 mrad with an extraction current of I = 465µA at a beam energy

of 30 keV resulting in beam brightness of B = 27µAmm−2mrad−2MeV−1 has been

achieved during an acceptance test at the manufacturers site. The measured brightness

is slightly higher than the theoretical optimum, as discussed in Sec. 2.3.2 and shown

in Fig. 2.11. This could mainly be affected by the simplification of the extraction

geometry with its extraction length d and the assumed transversal ion energies Ex,y,

which could be even lower.
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Table 4.1: Setup parameters of the optimized system multicusp source and its extraction

and transport system.

Items Unit

Electrical source setup parameter

Filament current IK 160− 200A

max. filament power PK ∼ 1250 W

Filament material Tungsten composition

Anode UA 100 V

1. Electrode UE1 ∼ 2.5 V

2. Electrode UE2 ∼ 3350 V

Extraction System

Extraction potential UEx 27 kV

Radius of the Extraction rEx 2.5 mm

Aspect ratio S 0.036

Extraction current IEx 965µA

Extraction Parameters

Source brightness BEx(acceptance test) 27µAmm−2mrad−2MeV−1

Angle after extraction θEx (estimated with BEx!) 4.4 mrad

Perveanz K 1.86 · 10−10A V−3/2

K0 (H−) 1.54 · 10−6A V−3/2√
K/K0 0.01 (1%)

4.2 BEAM TRANSPORT TO THE TANDEM IN-

JECTION

4.2.1 ION TRANSPORT ON THE LOW ENERGY SIDE

On the low energy side of the tandem accelerator several ion sources are located giving

the unique possibility to feed a wide variety of ions into the accelerator for different

types of experiments. Because of this, it is required to transport the new high bright-

ness ion beam through the existing low energy ion optical system, as illustrated in

Fig. 4.1.

In order to adjust the beam to the optical axes and to the beam optics at the low energy

side of the tandem accelerator, we use an already existing doubly focusing 90◦ magnet,

which injects the ion beam into the low energy side (see Fig. 4.1). In order to adapt

the extracted H−-beam from the multicusp source into the existing low energy side ion
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Figure 4.2: Calculation of the beam transport after beam extraction and before the injection

into the 14 MV tandem accelerator. The positions of the optical lenses for correction of the

beam direction and both slits systems are displayed, the first to reduce divergences and the

second at the beam focus for defining an object for further beam transport.

optics, we installed a pair of magnetic steerers, an electrical quadruple doublet (Q8)

and an electrostatic Einzel lens (E7) direct after the extraction electrode and after the

90◦ magnet there is also an additional electrical quadruple doublet (Q5) as well as an

electrostatic Einzel lens (E6) system. Fig. 4.2 shows a raytracing calculation of the

adaption optics from the beam extraction site of the source to the point of injection

and further on to the low energy stage of the tandem accelerator. It shows the beam

transport through the optical lenses in front and behind the 90◦ injection magnet and

the two slits systems. Two installed slit systems before and after the magnet should

fix the beam properties and also reduce the extraction current of ∼ 1 mA to a trans-

portable beam current of I = 20 . . . 30µA. The first pair of slits are the divergency

slits (Sv.M.) located in front of the 90◦ magnet limiting the beam divergence (∆θx,∆θy)

and therefore the magnet illumination. The second pair of slits (Sn.M.) is placed at the

focus behind the 90◦ double focusing magnet, which defines the beam size at this focal

position (∆x,∆y).

The measurement of the source brightness BEx installed at the low energy stage of

the accelerator is not possible with an acceptable accuracy due to the influence of the

ion optics between extraction and injection (Sn.M.). However, a maximal extracted
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current IEx over the full phase space (without limiting it with the slit system) on the

injection position was measured. The ion current is measured by using the NII-CUP

behind the focus slits Sn.M. as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. At this position, a H−-current

of IEx = 965µA with a beam energy of 27 keV was measured. This is already in the

range of the estimated space charge limit and shows the source and the injection system

operates as theoretically calculated in Fig. 2.11b.

4.2.2 AVAILABLE BRIGHTNESS AT THE TANDEM IN-

JECTION

Design and construction of the new microslit system are done in the framework of a

master thesis and a paper. Reprinted with permission from:

T. Vallentin and M. Moser and S. Eschbaumer and C. Greubel and T. Haase and

P. Reichart and T. Rösch and G. Dollinger, A microbeam slit system for high

beam currents, Nucl. Instr. Meth. B 348 0 (2015) 34-47.

After the transport through the low energy stage the beam properties can be measured

directly before injection into the tandem with two close to circular variable apertures,

VSB#1 and VSB#2 (see Fig. 4.1). The two apertures define the geometric injection

divergence θin = rangle/l, with rangle as the radius of VSB#1 and l = 1140 mm as the

distance of the both apertures, and the radius rin of VSB#2 in the focus of the beam.

With these slits, it is possible to measure the available brightness distribution Bin de-

pending on the injection radii rin and angle θin before injection into the tandem accel-

erator, as plotted in Fig. 4.3. For comparison, the normalized brightness of the source

Bnorm,in is calculated after Eq. (2.48) with B0 = BEx = 27µAmm−2mrad−2MeV−1.

In Fig. 4.3a, the brightness Bin is plotted depending on the injection radii rin. The

injected brightness Bin is plotted for different injection divergences θin. Due to the

reason that the apertures of VSB#2 do not fully close for rap = 0, one has to correct

the opening area. A circular residual area with a radius of r0 = 0.64 mm is deter-

mined. This is corrected by adding the phase space areas with r2
inπ = (r2

ap + r2
0)π with

rin as the corrected injection radius. This accounts for the existing opening at closed

apertures rap = 0. In Fig. 4.3b, the injected brightness Bin is shown in dependence

on the injection angle θin for different injection diameters rin at an injection energy of

180 keV.

A maximum brightness of 4.35µAmm−2mrad−2MeV−1 (Bnorm,in = 0.16) for an emit-

tance εin = π2 · 0.892 mm2 · 1.0262 mrad2 = 0.83π2 mm2 mrad2 at 180 keV was deter-

mined. The slight decrease in beam brightness at larger slit apertures may be due to
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Figure 4.3: Measured injected brightness distribution on the low-energy side of the Munich

MP tandem accelerator injection. The injected brightness Bin is shown in dependence on the

injection diameter rin in a) for different injection divergences θin. In b) the injected brightness

Bin is shown in dependence on the injection divergence θin for different injection diameters

rin. Brightness has been calculated with Eqn. (2.46) at a beam (injection) energy of 180 keV.

On the right y-axis also the normalized brightness Bnorm,in after Eq. (2.48) with B0 = BEx

with BEx = 27µAmm−2mrad−2MeV−1 is also calculated.
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a slight inhomogeneity in the local brightness density. The slight decrease of beam

brightness at small radii rin might mainly be induced by an over-correction with r0.

The uncertainty of the aperture radii rap is only of minor significance. Brightness might

also be decreased due to an off-centered position of the beam at the aperture. By aver-

aging over all measured brightness values in Fig. 4.3 B̄in = 2.8µAmm−2mrad−2MeV−1

(B̄norm,in = 0.10) at 180 keV is achieved. Thus, we measure a brightness reduction of

B̄in/B0 = B̄norm,in = 0.10 in average and Bnorm,in = 0.16 as a maximum value.

There are two possible reasons for the measured brightness reduction on the low

energy stage: 1. recombinations with the rest gas molecules reduce the beam current;

2. the space charge effects enlarge the emittance of the beam.

1. REST GAS:

The rest gas pressure in the low energy stage is ∼ 10−7 mbar corresponding to a particle

density of 2.4 ·109 at/cm3. The beam has a particle density of ρH− ∼ 1.3 ·108H− at/cm3

with a kinetic energy of 30 keV and an assumed beam radius of r = 2.5 mm (extraction

aperture). The beam should be (over) compensated with the rest gas [Lak04]. No

space charge effects appear because the total beam potential should be at least neutral

or positive (see Sec. 2.3.2). Also recombination events with positive hydrogen atoms

are too less with < 0.5% because the highest cross section is at σ = 4 · 10−15 cm2 for

(H− +H+ ⇒ H0 +H+ + e) process [Lak04].

However, the effect of the rest gas compensation of the beam is limited due to the

mainly used electrostatic lens systems on the low energy stage [Lak04]. The lens forces

are proportional to the charge q of the particle Fel ∝ q. Therefore, the positive rest gas

ions partly separate from the H−-beam under the field of the electro static elements,

as illustrated in Fig. 4.4. This could lead to a partly uncompensated beam transport

with the full space charge effects (perveanz dominated transport).

The perveance of the H− beam can be calculated using Eq. (2.52) to K = 1.86 ·
10−10A V−3/2 with an extraction current of IEx = 965µA and an extraction voltage

UEx = 27 kV (see Tab. 4.1). The propagation parameter in Eq. (2.55) can be estimated

to
√
K/K0 = 0.01. This means the transport is directly at the limit with K = 1.2 ·

10−4K0 which describes the influence of the space charge effects in the uncompensated

beam, as discussed in Fig. 2.13. The multicusp source is located at the second platform

at the low energy stage, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. We use eight lenses (3) to transport

the beam through the low energy stage and to prepare it for injection. From extraction

at the source to the preacceleration stage (150 kV) the beam propagates over a length

(3)electrostatic lenses Ei (Einzel lens) and Qi (two electrostatic quadrapole doublet lenses)
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of the influence of electrostatic lenses on a rest gas compensated

beam which lead to a perveance dominated beam transport as plotted in b). In a) the beam

potential during its propagation as assumed in a) is plotted.

of 5.4 m with a beam energy of 27 keV. From the preacceleration stage to the injection

into the tandem system the beam already has an energy of ∼ 180 keV at which the

space charge effects does not affect the beam any more.

2. SPACE CHARGE EFFECTS:

The influence of the space charges can only be discussed qualitatively. The influence

of the electric fields with its aberration and the effects of the space charge induced

nonlinear forces lead to an enlargement of the emittance that can only be estimated

(see Sec. 2.3.3).

The eight lenses which are used on the low energy side have roughly an impact length

of 10 cm/lens. Within the lenses the transport is mostly uncompensated. Therefore,

one can estimate for the perveance dominated transport an enlargement of the radius

of
√
K/K0 · lsc = 0.01 · 800 mm = 8 mm. Thus, the angular change ∆θsc during the

perveance dominated length lsc can be estimated to be 13 mrad and leads to a brightness

change of | ∆B/BEx |= 2 ·∆θsc/θEx = 5.9. The impact of this number depends mainly

on the kind of radial beam distribution and thus the fraction of nonlinear forces (see

Fig. 2.13) and on the length lsc of the uncompensated transport. If we assume a

Gaussian like distribution ρGauss during the transportation the fraction of nonlinear

forces are not negligible.
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SUMMARY:

The measured brightness loss at the low energy stage with a factor of 6 − 10 can be

explained by space charge effects. The perveanz dominates the beam transport with a

brightness reduction of a factor of approximately 6. Effects of recombination processes

are of a minor importance < 0.5%.

In order to minimize the brightness loss during the transport through the low energy

stage, one has to reduce the length lsc in which the beam is forced by space charges.

This could be solved by changing the position of the source next to the injection site,

e.g., to platform no. 1. Furthermore, magnetic instead of electro static lenses should

be used at the low energy stage. The magnetic setup has the advantage, that the

lens forces are proportional to the particle velocity Fmag ∝ v. Thus, the rest gas

compensation of the space charges is not influenced (vX− ≈ 0m/s). On the other hand,

one has to build up some new magnetic lenses on the very space limited low energy

side.

4.3 BRIGHTNESS TRANSPORT THROUGH

TANDEM ACCELERATOR

Parts of the content reprinted with permission from:

M. Moser and C. Greubel and W. Carli and K. Peeper and P. Reichart and B. Urban

and T. Vallentin and G. Dollinger, Transport of a high brightness proton

beam through the Munich tandem accelerator, Nucl. Instr. Meth. B 348 0

(2015) 34 - 42

The high brightness beam of the Multicusp ion source would lead to a total beam

current of about 1 mA by filling the full acceptance of the accelerator. However, only

10µA are allowed to be transported through the Munich 14 MV tandem accelerator

due to beam loading, slit heating and radiation safety constraints. Thus, the aim of

this thesis is, to obtain an optimum ion current at the ion microprobe SNAKE with

the optimal injection conditions with the constrain of a minimum injection current.

Thus, one has to optimize the transported beam brightness. In order to understand

the different contributions to the loss of brightness and to get knowledge on how the

beam brightness can be optimized, the beam transport through the tandem accelerator

is discussed in the following.

Beam brightness B remains constant in the case, that the transversal phase space vol-

ume εE is decoupled from the longitudinal one. In this case, the brightness (as defined
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in Eq. (2.46)) will not change between injection and experiment under normal beam

transport conditions. However, the shape of the transversal phase space filled by the

ion beam can change under conservative forces. If the phase space volume does not

fill the complete acceptance of the microbeam, the brightness average over the accep-

tance of the microprobe is reduced, as discussed in Sec. 2.3.1. In addition, the beam

suffers from small angle scattering in the stripper foil of the tandem accelerator, where

Liouville’s theorem is no longer valid and the phase space volume is increased. Both

effects on an overall brightness reduction can be minimized if the phase space filled by

the ion beam is maximized but with the drawback of large ion currents fed through

the accelerator.

A quantitative description of the beam transport is essential to optimize the trans-

ported beam brightness at limited beam current. Therefore, beam transport calcula-

tions through the Munich tandem accelerator have been performed. The calculations

include the main influence of changes in phase space volume and the brightness decrease

through small angle scattering effects in the stripper foil of the tandem accelerator.

The average brightness Bout given by Eq. (2.47) has to be calculated within the ac-

ceptance of the microprobe εlimit = εexp. It is the figure of merit to determine the total

current I accepted by the microprobe at the energy E at a given acceptance εexp.

For an easier discussion, the relative brightness Bnorm = B0/B̄in is used with B̄in the

averaged brightness of the beam measured in front of the accelerator.
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4.3.1 BEAM TRANSPORT THROUGH THE TANDEM

ACCELERATOR SYSTEM

LOW ENERGY STAGE OF THE TANDEM-ACCELERATOR
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of the principal setup on the Munich tandem accelerator with its

main optical elements from injection site to the experiment SNAKE.

The beam transport system through the Munich MP-8 tandem is well described

in [Ass74]. In this thesis, only the main elements required for the simulation of the

beam parameters are discussed. The principal setup of the Munich tandem accelerator

with its main optical elements from injection site to the experiment SNAKE is shown

in Fig. 4.5. The injection parameters (rin, θin) are defined by the two variable aper-

tures, VSB#1 and VSB#2, as already mentioned. The acceleration system consists

of 4 tubes which are fully inclined in y-direction [Mün93]. There are two steerers in

y-direction located in front of the accelerator for adjusting the injection angle to the

inclined-field tubes. The following grid lens focuses the beam onto the stripper foil
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Figure 4.6: (a) Illustration of the main elements of the ion transport simulation. (b) Display

of the calculated beam profile correlated to (a), using an injection energy of Ein = 180 keV

and a beam energy at the terminal of Eter = 12.5 MeV. The dash-dotted lines represent the

beam shapes enlarged by a factor of 10 to show the angular behavior close to the focus point.

within in the terminal. The first tube (1) has a length of 96 inch with 19 half and 76

full resistors. The following 3 tubes (2-4) are of the same type with a length of 88 inch

and 88 resistors each. The tubes are separated by three dead sections with a length of

8 inch as shown in Fig. 4.6a.

The simulation was conducted by an ion transport simulation code named OPTIC II

programed by J.D. Larson [Lar71; Lar74; Lar81], which describes each of the acceler-

ation gaps and the other optical elements by matrices.

Fig. 4.6b shows the simulated ion transport through the low energy stage (ls) of the

tandem accelerator in the yz- and xz-plane with the grid lens strength optimized for a

minimal beam size at the stripper foil. The oscillations in the yz-plane are caused by

the inclined field electrodes within the tubes.
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As a result of the simulation, we obtain a matrix Mls(Eter), with Eter for the beam

energy at the terminal in front of the stripper foil for the low energy side of the accel-

erator. This matrix is obtained by the constraint of a minimal focus diameter together

with optimizing the grid lens at injection, that describes the transfer of the transversal

emittance from beam injection to the terminal (stripper foil) by:(
x

θx

)
ter

= Mls,x ·

(
x

θx

)
in(

y

θy

)
ter

= Mls,y ·

(
y

θy

)
in

(4.1)

By fitting the energy depending magnification values, we obtain an analytical repre-

sentation of the matrix:

Mls,x =

− 1
βls,x

√
Ein

Eter
−Lxβls,x

− 1
fls,x

−βls,x


Mls,y =

− 1
βls,y

√
Ein

Eter
−Lyβls,y

− 1
fls,y

−βls,y

 (4.2)

The resulting magnification factors for the angles are obtained by ∆θx,ter

∆θx,in
= −βls,x =

−0.16 and ∆θy,ter

∆θy,in
= −βls,y = −0.13. The object magnification factors are given by

∆xter

∆xin
= − 1

βls,x

√
Ein

Eter
= −0.88 and ∆yter

∆yin
= − 1

βls,y

√
Ein

Eter
= −1.09 for typical energies of

Ein = 200 keV and Eter = 10 MeV. Due to the inclined optics of the acceleration tubes

there is an astigmatism of the beam focus in x- and y- direction in the terminal center

[dG67]. This results in the fact that both image planes (x, y) do not coincide at the

stripper foil, which is reflected by the terms −Lxβls,x and −Lyβls,y, with Lx = −560 mm

and Ly = 1100 mm.

HIGH ENERGY STAGE OF THE TANDEM-ACCELERATOR

The high energy stage of the MP-8 tandem accelerator system, as illustrated in Fig.

4.7, is not that complex as the low energy stage, since inclined field optics and exact

electrode geometry have a minor influence on the transport of the high energy beam.

Therefore, a simplified analytic description is used to model the high energy stage of

the tandem accelerator system in the following.

The longitudinal coordinate z(t) of an ion behind the stripper foil of a tandem accel-

erator can be approximated by a constant acceleration a in the same direction of its
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Figure 4.7: Illustration of the imaging system from the stripper foil (terminal) to the slit

system of the experiment, where the phase space volume is well defined.

initial velocity v0, described by:

z(t) =
(a

2

)
t2 + v0t (4.3)

where v0 =
√

2qUter/m is the velocity (non-relativistic) of the ion at the stripper foil,

in the terminal of the tandem accelerator at a potential Uter with the ion charge q and

the ion mass m. The acceleration is defined by a = (qUter)/(l·m) = v2
0/(2l) with l being

the length of the accelerator, as illustrated in Fig. 4.7. The transversal coordinates

x(t), y(t) can be written as x(t) = vxt, y(t) = vyt assuming vx,y being constant (no

transversal electrostatic field Ex = Ey = 0) during the acceleration. Terminating the

time t, one obtains:

x(z) =
vx

v0

2l

q

(
∓
√

1 +
qz

l
− 1

)
y(z) =

vy

v0

2l

q

(
∓
√

1 +
qz

l
− 1

)
.

(4.4)

For the object distance ghs, one needs the entrance angle θ′ter,x, θ′ter,y to the Lens L5, as

shown in Fig. 4.7. The entrance angle θ′ter,x, θ′ter,y can be calculated by:

θ′ter,x =
∂

∂z
x(z) = ∓vx

v0

(
1 +

qz

l

)− 1
2

θ′ter,y =
∂

∂z
y(z) = ∓vy

v0

(
1 +

qz

l

)− 1
2
.

(4.5)
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For positive x(z), y(z) and for z = l (position of the Lens L5), the object distance ghs

is given by ghs,x = x(z = l)/θ′ter,x, ghs,y = y(z = l)/θ′ter,y and one can write with Eq. (4.4

- 4.5) for the focal length:

ghs =
2l

q
(1 + q −

√
1 + q). (4.6)

This distance is given by ghs = 2l
q

(1 + q −
√

1 + q) or ≈ 1.17 · l for protons.

The quadrupole doublet Lens (L5) focuses the beam after the tandem accelerator

onto a slit system arranged behind it (see Fig. 4.5 and 4.7). A double focusing

90◦ magnet produces an 1:1 image [Ass74] of this slit system onto the object slits of

SNAKE. The object slits and the divergence slits of SNAKE define the acceptance

εexp = ∆xexp∆θx,exp ·∆yexp∆θy,exp (see Fig. 4.5).

Using this approximation for the high energy beam optics, it is possible to calculate

the imaging matrix Mter⇒exp from the stripper foil at the terminal to the slit system

of SNAKE:

Mter⇒exp,x =

− 1
βhs,x

0

− 1
fL5

−βhs,x

√
Eter

Ehs


Mter⇒exp,y =

− 1
βhs,y

0

− 1
fL5

−βhs,y

√
Eter

Ehs

 (4.7)

The resulting magnification factors of the objects from the stripper to the experiment

are calculated to be ∆xexp

∆xter
= − 1

βhs,x
= −0.178 and ∆yexp

∆yter
= − 1

βhs,y
= −0.257. The

divergence magnification factors are ∆θx,exp

∆θx,ter
= −βhs,x

√
Eter

Ehs
= −3.97 and ∆θy,exp

∆θy,ter
=

−βhs,y

√
Eter

Ehs
= −2.57 for typical energies of Eter = 10 MeV and Ehs = 20 MeV.

4.3.2 INFLUENCE OF THE STRIPPER FOIL

At the stripper foil, the local brightness is reduced due to two processes. On the

one hand, only a fraction of the ions is stripped to the desired charge state (see A).

On the other hand, small angle scattering increases the phase space and thus reduces

brightness (see B).

A. STRIPPING EFFICIENCY

A loss of brightness occurs due to the stripping efficiency γ, which in general is smaller

than one. The number of ions of the selected charge state is reduced, resulting in

a reduced ion current being transported to the experiment. The brightness Bout is

decreased by the same factor γ.
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The stripping efficiency γ for a certain charge state depends on the thickness of the

stripper foil and the beam energy. Stripping hydrogen ions with an energy of 10 MeV

to the 1+ charge state, one gets γ ∼= 0.8 for the 1+ charge state when using a 4

µg/cm2carbon foil and γ ∼= 0.95 when using an 8 µg/cm2carbon foil [Dol89].

B. SMALL ANGLE SCATTERING

To describe small angle scattering within the stripper foil, we use the theory of Sigmund

[Sig74], as it is presented in the fundamental chapter in Sec. 2.1.3.4. The angular

distribution function p(θ, d, E) from small angle scattering within the stripper foil is

calculated after Eq. (2.9-2.13). The distribution p(θ, d, E) is exemplary shown in Fig.

4.8b.

In current case, for a carbon stripper foil (Z2 = 6) of a thickness of ρStripperd = 4µg/cm2

one gets τ ' 2.66 and m = 1.8. Because in our case τ is much smaller than 2000, the

larger tails with respect to a Gaussian distribution have to be taken into account for

the brightness calculation at SNAKE.

A qualitative comparison of px,y(θx,y, d, E) and a Gaussian distribution pGauss(θx,y, d, E)

are shown in Fig. 4.8b, using a proton beam with a maximum beam energy of 24 MeV

(12 MeV at terminal) and a 4µg/cm2 thick carbon stripper foil for calculation. Due

to the long tails of the exact distributions px,y, the influence of the stripper foil on the

beam brightness is larger than calculated using a pure Gaussian approximation pGauss.

ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION B(θ) AFTER THE STRIPPER

From the stripping process, the beam obtains an angular spread ∆φ from the distri-

bution function px,y(θx,y, d, E), which leads to a redistribution of the particle density

within the θx − θy-plane of the phase space. The effect of small angle scattering in

the stripper foil results in a convolution of the local beam brightness B0(x, y, θx, θy) in

front of the stripper with the angular distribution function px,y(θx,y, d, E). The local

brightness after the stripper foil, B1, is given by:

B1(x, y, θx, θy) = γ

π∫
−π

π∫
−π

B0(x, y, θx
′, θy

′) p(θx − θx
′, θy − θy

′) dθx
′dθy

′ (4.8)

with the stripping efficiency γ.

The effect of small angle scattering in the stripper foil is schematically illustrated in

Fig. 4.9. The solid lines show the one-dimensional convolution of a narrow rectangular
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Figure 4.8: Calculation of the small angle scattering for a carbon stripper foil with a thick-

ness ρStripperd = 4µg/cm2 (d ' 20 nm). a) FWHM values ∆φ(d,E) in dependence on the

foil thickness ρStripperd for different terminal energies from Eter = 1 . . . 12 MeV. Stripper foil

thickness used for proton beams at the Munich tandem is marked. b) Comparison of the

distribution function px(θx) (black solid lines) and pGauss(θx) (black dashed lines) of same

FWHM for ρStripperd = 4µg/cm2 and a proton energy at the stripper of 12 MeV .

brightness distribution 1DB0 (angular width ∆θ0) with a scattering function px(θx) of

fixed width ∆φ. In case (i), the angular width (divergency) ∆θ0 in front of the stripper

is smaller than the width ∆φ of the scattering function. Thus, the beam distribution

becomes wider and the local brightness distribution 1DB1(θx) is reduced even at θx = 0.

In case of a divergence ∆θ0 of the beam being much larger than the width ∆φ of the

scattering function (ii) (gray line), the density 1DB1(θx) is smeared out, but the height

in the center does not change significantly. Thus, the beam brightness 1DB1(θx) does

not change in the center, since the same number of particles is scattered out as is

scattered in. In case of a microbeam, the aim is to keep the center brightness nearly

unchanged. This can be realized by a large divergence but due to cost of a high injected

ion current. Small divergent beams result in loss of particles and hence brightness, as

shown in Fig. 4.9b: The amplitude 1DB̂1(θx = 0,∆θ0) in the angular center at θx = 0

is reduced with lower initial divergence ∆θ0 of the rectangular distribution 1DB0(∆θ0)

in front of the stripper.

CALCULATION OF LOCAL BRIGHTNESS DISTRIBUTION

For calculating the brightness Bout within the acceptance εexp of SNAKE which de-

pends on the injection parameter, a Monte-Carlo-based ray tracing method is used. In
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Figure 4.9: a) Illustration of the change of a divergent beam with a rectangular distribution

of a local brightness 1DB1(θx), which is convoluted with the small angle scattering distri-

bution function px(θx). In case (i), the width ∆θ0 of the divergent beam is in the range of

the width ∆φ of the scattering distribution function px(θx) (black lines), and in the other

case (ii), the width ∆θ0 of the beam is larger as the width ∆φ of the scattering distribution

function px(θx) (gray lines). b) shows the calculated amplitude 1DB̂1(θx = 0,∆θ0) of the nor-

malized brightness distribution 1DB1(θx) after the convolution of the rectangular brightness

distribution 1DB0 (angular width ∆θ0) with a Gaussian distribution pGauss(θx, d) (gray lines)

and for the NON-Gaussian distribution px(θx, d) (black lines), each for a carbon stripper foil

with two thicknesses of ρStripperd = 4µg/cm2 (one foil) (solid lines) and ρStripperd = 8µg/cm2

(two foils) (dashed lines) for a proton energy at the stripper of 12 MeV .

a first step, (x, y) coordinates within the apertures VSB#1 and within VSB#2 (see

Fig. 4.5) are randomly chosen, where a uniform ion distribution is assumed. These

coordinates define the phase space coordinates (x, y, θx, θy) of a particle at the injection

into the tandem accelerator, which are transformed with the matrix (Eq. (4.2)) to the

coordinates at the stripper foil. ∆θx and ∆θy, following Eq. (2.15), are added to con-

sider small angle scattering for random angles. These coordinates are transformed to

the entrance (acceptance) of the microprobe. There, the integrated averaged brightness

Bout can be calculated according to Eq. (2.47).

4.3.3 LOSS OF BRIGHTNESS THROUGH THE MUNICH

TANDEM ACCELERATOR

In the following, the optical transformations and the possible loss of brightness by

beam transport through the accelerator to SNAKE shall be calculated. For the discus-
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Figure 4.10: Plot of the averaged normalized brightness Bnorm at a proton energy of 20 MeV

at SNAKE (acceptance of SNAKE: ∆(x, y)exp = (200 × 200)µm2 and ∆(θx, θy)exp = (73 ×
73)µrad2) without small angle scattering in dependence on the slit settings (rin, rangle) in

front of the tandem accelerator. The accepted dominating limits of the acceptance of SNAKE

∆xexp and ∆θy,exp are also plotted.

sion, we always use the same conditions, respectively the rectangular object sizes with

∆(x, y)exp = (200 × 200)µm2 (full openings) which correspond to a focus diameter

of < 1µm in the y direction (demagnification factor 1/200) and < 5.7µm in the x

direction (demagnification factor 1/35). For the angular range, the maximum aperture

angle (∼ 100%) of the lens is ∆(θx, θy)exp = (170 × 110)µrad2 (half angle). For the

simulation a symmetric divergence with ∆θx,exp = ∆θy,exp = 73µrad (half angle) as it

is utilized in normal conditions to keep lens aberrations at an acceptable value is used.

EFFECTS OF MISALIGNMENT OF THE EMITTANCE TO THE AC-

CEPTANCE

Knowing the transformation of phase spaces between the injection site and the micro-

probe, the loss of brightness caused by misalignment of filled and accepted phase space

can be calculated. In the case of the Munich MP-8 tandem system, the injected phase

space volume can be described as a radial distribution, as discussed in Sec. 4.3.2. In

contrast, the acceptance εexp at SNAKE is limited by slits, which are independently ad-

justable in x- and y-direction (rectangular shape). The injection conditions (rin, rangle)

have been varied for a detailed calculation of the brightness loss. For the following

discussion, the rangle size instead of θin is used because this size is directly adjustable
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at the injection site.

In Fig. 4.10, the averaged normalized brightness Bnorm = Bout/Bin without any small

angle scattering in the acceptance εexp of SNAKE (∆(x, y)exp = (200 × 200)µm2

and ∆(θx, θy)exp = (73 × 73)µrad2) is plotted in dependence on the slit settings

(rin, rangle) in front of the accelerator for a beam energy of 20 MeV (energy at stripper

Eter = 10.0 MeV). The different magnification scales in x- and y- direction lead to a

non-uniform illumination of the acceptance in the x- and y- phase space. This effect re-

sults in two dominating limits of the acceptance of SNAKE. One edge is directly given

by the geometric transformed objects ∆xexp from the experiment to the injection site.

However, for the angular transformation an injection angle θin which is approximately

two times higher as the geometric transformed angle ∆θy,exp is found. This is due to

the fact, that the angular apertures and the focus apertures are in the same range and

therefore a direct geometric correlation is not possible.

In order to fill the phase space accepted by SNAKE with the maximum brightness,

one has to choose slit apertures at the injection site, as shown in Fig. 4.10, to obtain

a full transport of brightness (Bnorm = 1). Due to the different magnification factors,

the limits are mainly set by the object size in x-direction with ∆xexp and by the diver-

gence in y-direction ∆θy,exp. The beam emittance at injection could be further reduced

maintaining the same beam brightness if the aperture could be independently set in x-

and y-direction rin ⇒ (∆xin,∆yin) and θin ⇒ ∆(θx, θy)in.

LOSS OF BRIGHTNESS DUE TO SMALL ANGLE SCATTERING

In Fig. 4.11, the integrated normalized brightness Bnorm after the stripper foil is shown

including small angle scattering effects within the stripper foil, but without the influ-

ence of stripping efficiency γ. This two dimensional distribution for a beam energy of

12 MeV and 20 MeV (terminal energy Eter = 6 MeV and Eter = 10 MeV) is calculated,

using the NON-Gaussian angular distribution function for small angle scattering given

by Eq. (2.15 - 2.16) in the case of one stripper foil with ρStripperd = 4µg/cm2, see

Fig. 4.11a,c. Figure 4.11b,d shows the case of two stripper foils. It is distinctively

visible, that the possible transportable brightness strongly depends on the injection

conditions (rin, rangle) and the thickness of the stripper foil.

The transport of the largest possible brightness to the experiment under the constraint

of a limited injection ion current Iin shall be achieved. Thus, an optimum configuration

of the injection condition with a minimal brightness loss should be found. Referring

to this, the constant injected current lines (white dashed-dotted lines in Fig. 4.11)

Iin(rin, rangle) = const for an assumed brightness of Bin = 5µAmm−2mrad−2MeV−1 is
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.11: Plot of the averaged normalized brightness Bnorm (acceptance of SNAKE:

∆(x, y)exp = (200× 200)µm2 and ∆(θx, θy)exp = (73× 73)µrad2) with small angle scattering

from Eq. (2.15 - 2.16) in dependence on the slit settings (rin, rangle) in front of the tandem

accelerator in a-b) for a proton energy of 12 MeV at SNAKE (Eter = 6.0 MeV) and in c-d) for

a proton energy of 20 MeV at SNAKE (Eter = 10.0 MeV). At each proton energy, stripper

foil thickness is ρStripperd = 4µg/cm2 in a) and c) and ρStripperd = 8µg/cm2 in b) and d).

The constant injected current lines (white dashed-dot lines) Iin(rin, rangle) = const for an

injected beam brightness of Bin = 5µAmm−2mrad−2MeV−1 are also plotted.

calculated. The optimum normalized beam brightness versus injected ion current Iin

is shown in Fig. 4.12 in the range of Iin = 0 . . . 50µA for 6 MeV and 10 MeV beam

energies and for ρStripperd = 4µg/cm2 and ρStripperd = 8µg/cm2 thick stripper foils.

Fig. 4.12 points out, that the use of two stripper foils for a higher gain of the charge

state yield with γ ∼= 0.80 → 0.95 reduces the maximum brightness Bnorm,max by ap-

proximately the same factor 0.95
0.8

as the gain in charge yield. Therefore, the use of one

stripper foil of ρStripperd = 4µg/cm2 is already the optimum. A smaller stripper thick-
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Figure 4.12: Calculated maxima of Bnorm,max for the constant injected currents Iin

of Fig. 4.11 in the range of Iin = 0 . . . 50µA for injected beam brightness of Bin =

5µAmm−2mrad−2MeV−1 .

ness would lose more charge state efficiency than it gains through a smaller scattering

contribution to brightness reduction and larger stripper thicknesses reduce brightness

through small angle scattering effects.

At the Munich tandem accelerator, we are limited to an injection current Iin of 10µA

due to radiation restrictions. As shown in Fig. 4.11, a high brightness losses to

Bnorm = 20% (at 1µA injection) at 10 MeV terminal beam energy and to even smaller

values of Bnorm for lower energies, can already occur. As shown in Fig. 4.12, in the

optimum an intrinsic brightness of Bnorm = 0.88 at 10 MeV and Bnorm = 0.80 at

6 MeV terminal beam energy for the acceptance εexp of SNAKE with typical values

of ∆(x, y)exp = (200 × 200)µm2 (full openings) and accepted angle of ∆(θx, θy)exp =

(73 × 73)µrad2 (half angle) when injecting 10µA of beam current is obtained. In all

cases, the maximum brightness is reduced additionally by a factor γ = 80% in case of

4µg/cm2 and by γ = 95% in case of 8µg/cm2 carbon stripper foils.

4.3.4 CONSEQUENCES FOR OPTIMIZING THE BEAM

BRIGHTNESS

The last section point out two main effects that directly lead to a reduction of the trans-

ported brightness: (1) the geometric loss of brightness caused by the misalignment of

the injected emittance and the acceptance of the experiment. (2) the enlargement of

the emittance due to small angle scattering within the stripper foil, which could lead
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to an additional loss of brightness of more than 50%.

Theoretical calculations show that under an ideal setting of the injected phase space

with an already available brightness of B = 2.8µAmm−2mrad−2MeV−1, the bright-

ness reduction to the high energy side at the accelerator can be kept small to

B = 2.3µAmm−2mrad−2MeV−1 even under the constraint of a maximum accepted

H−-current of 10µA.

There are some direct consequences, that may improve beam brightness even for beams

with small injected phase space volume:

• minimizing the geometric loss with asymmetric, rectangular injection slit system

(rin → ∆(x, y)in and rangle → ∆(x, y)angle).

• optimizing of the injected emittance ∆(x, y)in and ∆(θx, θy)in to a minimal loss

of brightness due to small angle scattering with a current limited to Iin = 10µA.

• using a stripper foil of 4µg/cm2. The loss of brightness through small angle

scattering effects is more critical than the gain from stripping efficiency.

• introducing an additional quadrupole singlet lens in front of the accelerator in

order to reduce the astigmatism of the focus onto the stripper foil. This would

minimize the beam spot size (∆x,∆y) in the x-y-direction at the stripper simul-

taneously to the lowest possible values and thus minimize ε = ∆x∆θx · ∆y∆θy

behind the stripper when the beam divergences θx and θy are dominated by small

angle scattering in the stripper.

These improvements become even more important and have to be realized to enhance

the beam brightness to B > 10µAmm−2mrad−2MeV−1 keeping the total injected beam

current limited to Iin < 10µA. This large brightness may be possible if brightness loss

in front of the tandem accelerator injection can be reduced.

4.4 HIGH POWER MICRO SLIT SYSTEM

Design and construction of the new microslit system are done in the framework of a

master thesis and a paper. Reprinted with permission from:

T. Vallentin and M. Moser and S. Eschbaumer and C. Greubel and T. Haase and

P. Reichart and T. Rösch and G. Dollinger, A microbeam slit system for high

beam currents, Nucl. Instr. Meth. B 348 0 (2015) 34-47.

The needed high injection current of Iin ∼ 10µA is founded on the permission of the
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Munich 14 MV tandem accelerator system, which allows a maximal injection of H−-

current of < 10µA. However, due to radiation safety constraints, beam loading and

heating of microslits the current is also limited. The microslit system is essential for

the definition of the acceptance of the microprobe εexp = ∆xexp∆θx,exp · ∆yexp∆θy,exp

and therefore it directly influences the imaging quality. Therefore, the requirements of

the position accuracy of the slits and the slit surface quality are very high.

The required 10µA ion current with the available beam energy of 25 MeV protons

induces a thermal power load of ∼ 250 W, because almost the whole ion beam is cut

down with the first microslit system (x-direction). This is roughly 10 times too large

because this power load overruns the physical limit of the actual microslit system

[Sch99] at SNAKE, which is only able to withstand beam currents smaller than 1µA.

Thus, it is required to design and construct a fully new high power microslit system

in order to handle such high currents for transporting the high brightness beam with

a minimal reduction of beam brightness.

The energy stabilization of the Munich 14 MV tandem accelerator system is done by

slits that are arranged in the focus of the 90◦ magnet on the high energy side, as

illustrated in Fig. 4.5. If the energy of the system is not stable, the focus position

changes and the induced currents on the tandem stabilization slit system are out of

balance. The change of the current signal on the slits is used for a feedback control

which changes the terminal voltage Uter and therefore regulates the beam energy. The

disadvantage in the setup is, that the object slit system of SNAKE is close to the

tandem stabilization slit system and it is more difficult to handle both slit systems,

which are adjusted on one beam with the result that small changes in the beam position

lead to oscillations of the beam intensity. Thus, the new high power microslit system

should be able to be used as the tandem stabilization slit system with the consequence,

that it has to measure the induced current with an accuracy of ∼ 1 nA with a blocked

beam current in the range of ∼ 10µA under a thermal power load of 250 W (125 W

per slit). This conditions have to be accepted with the permission, that the slits have

to be adapted in a range of 10 . . . 100µm with an accuracy of lower than 1µm (sift).

4.4.1 CONCEPT OF THE NEW HIGH POWER MI-

CROSLIT SYSTEM

The new slit system is designed (see Fig. 4.13) to dissipate the thermal power load

of up to 250 W on the microslit system. In order to control the high thermal load, a

water cooled system has been introduced. The entire water channel geometry and mass

flow are designed for laminar flow conditions (Reynolds number Re < 2000) in order
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to prevent micro-vibration induced stall [Val14]. The water flow is realized by static

pressure only. For using the new slits as objects of the microprobe, the slit aperture

and position have to be controlled with a precision better than 2µm. A stepping motor

translational stage is used to obtain the required mechanical precision. Furthermore, a

vibration isolation from the beam tube (which is subject to a high vibration load caused

by mechanical pumps and the tandem accelerator) maintains this level of precision via

elastic bellows in absolute position. Hence, the microslits are mechanically decoupled

from possible vibrations of the beam tube.

As a solution to stabilize the temperature profile and therefore thermal expansions

through beam load jitter, a powerful preheating is used as for the existing slits system

[Sch99]. However, heating of the top is not possible due to the electrical isolation for

slit current monitoring. Therefore, potential-free heating cables have been used, which

provide the desired power of 250 W per slit and give enough electrical isolation between

heating current supply and heated material, so that beam current measurement is not

affected [Val15]. For an optimum heat conduction a 100µm thick gold foil between the

removable copper parts has been used. All heat transporting non removable parts have

been hard-soldered with high heat conducting solder. Furthermore, all soldering areas

are designed to be just in parallel to the heat fluxes during operation. The temperature

of the copper heater (Fig. 4.13 ’C’) can be held constant via thermocouple feedback

control to ensure low thermal expansions during operation.

SLIT CURRENT MONITORING

The microslits themselves have to be used as accelerator control slits, because the

existing control slits suffer from the high thermal power input of the high ion beam

current as well. Precise current measurement in the range of µA or nA demands an

electrically isolated slit tip even at derated temperatures of ∼ 200 ◦C with leakage cur-

rents smaller than 1 nA.

To combine the high heat input with the ability to measure low nA currents, a ceramic

isolation made of 6 mm thick aluminum nitride (Fig. 4.13 ’A’) has been used, which

combines high resistivity of ρv = 5 × 105 Ω m at T = 400 ◦C [Fra76] and a sufficient

thermal conductivity of up to kAlN = 180 W/( mK). This results in an electrical iso-

lation resistance of R ≈ 107 Ω. A clip construction provides optimum heat contact.

Preheating of the top parts of the slits (Fig. 4.13 ’A’ and ’B’) is impossible due to the

required electrical isolation for current measurement. Hence, the copper bar (Fig. 4.13

’C’) is headed and materials with low thermal expansion and high thermal conductivity

at the top parts are used, which is applicable for aluminum nitride and tungsten.
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Figure 4.13: Sectional view of the new high power microslit system. The top of the slit

half consists of a tungsten slit bracket (A), aluminum nitride isolation ceramic (B) and

temperature controlled copper heater (C). The top is thermally coupled via a 100µm gold

layer to a copper bar. This bar is composed of two halves with the cooling water tubes curved

in. This bar is also decoupled to the beam tube via bellows. The copper heater (C) uses

heating cables and thermocouples for temperature control. The beam current is measured

at the tungsten bracket. The bracket’s potential is lifted to U = 200 V in order to avoid

secondary electron escape. [Val15]

4.4.2 PERFORMANCE OF THE NEW SLIT SYSTEM

4.4.2.1 TEMPERATURE STABILITY

The thermal stability of the new slits has been tested with 20 MeV protons, using

the new high brightness Multicusp source. Limited by the accelerator, a current of

max. 8.7µA has been transported to the slits, which is about 10 times more than the

maximum average current capable by the old slits. At this current, the temperature has

been kept stable at ϑp = (100± 0.1) ◦C by preheating and a thermocouple feedback

control. The water cooling with ϑw = (15± 1) ◦C feed temperature has been active at

this time. The temperature uncertainties ∆ϑp,∆ϑw result in an uncertainty of the slit

aperture by thermal expansion of less than 1µm. There is an additional fluctuation of

the slit size with a maximum of 2µm when switching the beam on and off. Fluctuations
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Table 4.2: Properties of the new high power microslit system.

Items Unit

Technical setup parameter

Acceptable ion current 10µA at 25 MeV

Accuracy of the current measurement 1 nA

Cooling water temperature (15± 1) ◦C

max. Acceptable ion current (temp. of ebullition) Iin 24µA

Slit properties

Material Tungsten

Radius of the slit top 100 mm

Average roughness of the surface Ra 0.012µm

Transparent zone (w/o roughness) 0.7µm

electrical current measurement

Isolation material Aluminum nitride

max. temperature T 400 ◦C

Isolation ρv (at T = 400 ◦C) 5× 105 Ω m

Thermal conductivity k 180 W/( mK)

Electrical isolation R ≈ 107 Ω

Measurement limit I 1 nA

Position Accuracy

max. uncertainty (short time - beam off/on) ∆l < 2µm

Temperature induced uncertainty ∆l < 1µm

Uncertainty of the translation stage ∆l < 0.3µm

of the object size and position due to vibrations of the water cooling pipes have not

been observed so far. The influence of the slit position uncertainty in the range of

1 − 2µm can be tolerated for slit apertures in the range of 10 − 20µm. As a result,

the new concept has been proven to fulfill all requirements.

4.4.2.2 TANDEM ACCELERATOR CONTROL

The new slit system enables to use the slit current as input for a feedback loop to

stabilize the terminal voltage of the tandem accelerator. So far, the feedback system

has been proven to work up to a load of about 5µA. Due to the old control system

being adapted to lower currents, the terminal voltage control became unstable at higher

currents. The slit current monitors will be rebuild in the future in order to use the high

feedback current of the new slits to stabilize the tandem accelerator terminal voltage
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at higher beam currents.

4.4.2.3 SLIT SURFACE PROPERTIES

Further requirements for microprobe operation are a minimum of slit scattering by re-

duction of the transparent zone as well as a minimum of surface roughness [Sch99]. A

minimal transparent zone can be achieved by using heavy elements as slit tip material.

Higher atomic numbers lead to higher stopping and larger beam scattering with the

scattered beam being not accepted by the microprobe. Therefore, tungsten is used at a

cylindrical geometry with a top radius of r = 100 mm as slit tip material. This results

in a transparent zone thickness of 0.7µm for 25 MeV protons for the new microslit sys-

tem. Hence, the transparent zone is reduced with the new microslits to < 3% [Sch99]

of the original value.

Another reason to use tungsten as slit tip material [Val14] is the high thermal conduc-

tivity of kW = 160 W/(K m) and the low thermal expansion of αth,W = 4.3 · 10−6K−1

for T < 400 ◦C. Furthermore, it has a low sputter erosion rate because of its high

melting and boiling point, and due to its large atomic number (A = 174).

For a precise defined object and therefore a sharper beam profile, the ideal slit surface

would be atomically flat, as it was with silicon wafers in the old setup. Although

atomically flat tungsten surface is difficult to obtain, the radial tungsten slit surface

was mechanically lapped to an average roughness of Ra = 0.012µm, which is optically

specular.

CHARACTERIZATION OF THE MICROSLIT INDUCED PROTON

BACKGROUND

In order to analyze the influence of the microslit surface and its properties on the beam,

a pattern of a well defined amount of protons has been shot, as is shown in the sketch

in Fig. 4.14.

For measuring the beam halo of a 20 MeV proton microbeam, Al2O3 fluorescent nuclear

track detectors [Aks06] are irradiated. The Al2O3 track detectors have color centers,

that undergo a radiochromic transformation during proton irradiation and are sensitive

to single 20 MeV protons [Osi13]. For readout, a confocal laser scanning microscope

of the type Leica TCS SP8 is used. For excitation, a wavelength of 635 nm and for

detection a wavelength band from 645 − 740 nm is chosen. The setup allows position

determination of single protons with a principle localization resolution of σ = 7 nm.

For the following investigations, two series were recorded: in the first series the original

silicon slits has been used, whereas in the other one the tungsten slits were used.

By the use of the single ion setup at SNAKE [Hab09], a 20 × 20µm matrix of
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Figure 4.14: a) Illustration of the principle of the matrix radiation with a point to point

distance of 20µm with 25 × 25 = 625 points. Each point of the matrix is irradiated by

Ns = 105 protons. We evaluated each irradiated quadrant (gray field) with a size 20× 20µm

which are symmetrical to each point to enlarge the statistics. In b) the confocal fluorescence

micrography of a nuclear track detector detecting single proton counts is shown. Some of the

detected protons are marked in the evaluated quadrant with white arrows.

25 × 25 = 625 points has been applied and each point of the matrix by Ns = 105

protons has been irradiated, with the aim to analyze the protons found outside of the

focus, as illustrated in Fig. 4.14a,b. For each individual proton track found outside

the irradiated matrix points, the distance in x and y to the next matrix point limiting

the analyzed area around each matrix point to ±10µm has been measured (gray area

in Fig. 4.14a ). Since the beam spot was large in the y-direction at that beam time,

the analysis to the x-direction summing up the y-direction in an interval of ±5µm

is limited. Individual proton tracks were visible only for distances larger than 5µm

(Fig. 4.14b) to each matrix point.

Fig. 4.15 shows the evaluation of the incident parasitic protons Npar in the x-direction

for the distance of 5µm to 10µm to the focus which are summed up over 64 evaluable

quadrants for 36 matrix points respectively for the Silicon (Si) and Tungsten (W) sur-

faces. The left y-axis shows the probability density ρpar of a parasitic proton per one

applied proton in the focus for the applied matrix structure respectively for the Silicon

(Si) and Tungsten (W) surfaces. The probability ρpar of parasitic protons decreases by

a factor of ∼ 4 in the distance form 5µm to 10µm. Due to the applied matrix irradi-

ation there is an uncertainty for the single focus model. This effect can be estimated

with ∼ 0.5 × 1.25 · 10−6 µm−2 = 0.6 · 10−6 µm−2 (symmetric structure!) taking into
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Figure 4.15: Evaluation of the incident parasitic protons Npar in the x-direction for the

distance of 5µm to 10µm to the focus, which are summed up over 64 evaluable quadrants

per bin with a bin size of Abin = 1.25µm × 10µm = 12.5µm2 for 64 matrix points. The

left y-axis shows the probability density ρpar of a parasitic proton per one applied proton

in the focus for the applied matrix structure. The probability ρpar(x) can be calculated by

ρpar =
Npar

NsAbin

1
36

4×36
64

1
2 = Npar ·2.5 ·10−8 µm−2 . Both evaluations are done for the Silicon (Si)

and Tungsten (W) surfaces.

account that there is a constant background due to the superposition of all parasitic

distributions of the 625 applied points in the matrix structure.

Both evaluations show the same behavior for the Silicon (Si) and Tungsten (W) sur-

face within the statistical uncertainty. Thus, the new Tungsten (W) surfaces for the

microslit system shows no significant change of the focus characteristics at SNAKE.

4.4.2.4 CONCLUSION

The slit system has experimentally proven to withstand a beam current of 8.7µA at

20 MeV protons and therefore a power input of 175 W. Slit temperature is kept stable

via feedback control at a slit top temperature of 100◦C with beam on and off, hence

maintaining slit aperture to a precision of better than 2µm between beam on and off

times.

Furthermore, the slits have been successfully tested as current feedback slits for termi-

nal voltage control at currents of up to 5µA.

The surface roughness and thus scattering characteristics of the tungsten slit tip with

large curve radius have been investigated with nuclear track detectors [Osi13]. First

results show, the higher surface roughness of the tungsten does not affect the scattering

effects on the slit surface significantly.
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4.5 BEAM BRIGHTNESS AT THE EXPERI-

MENT SETUP

It has been demonstrated in Sec. 4.2.2, that a high brightness beam of B =

2.8µAmm−2mrad−2MeV−1 is available at the low energy side of the tandem accel-

erator. The calculations show that only a minor brightness reduction to the high

energy side at the accelerator is obtained (to B = 2.3µAmm−2mrad−2MeV−1) under

the constraint of a maximum accepted H−-current of 10µA. A new concept of the

microslit system has been designed to handle such high currents. The new microslit

system is enabled to characterize the maximum achievable brightness with high injec-

tion currents.

For the brightness measurements an ion beam with a brightness of B =

2.8µAmm−2mrad−2MeV−1 at 180 kV at injection is used with an injection angle of

θin = 2.06 mrad (half-angle) and a radius of rin = 0.96 mm (εin = 4π2 mm2 mrad2).

The beam has been chopped, as otherwise the cup current amounts to 18.5µA scaled

to the full current without chopper action.

Fig. 4.16 shows the measured brightness Bexp at SNAKE, depending on the ob-

ject phase space volume Aobj,exp = ∆xexp × ∆yexp for a divergence (half angle) of

∆θx,y,exp = 46 mrad (∼ 25% lens illumination) at a beam energy of 20 MeV. For the

whole measurements a stripper foil thickness of ρStripperd = 4µg/cm2 (γ = 0.8) has

been used according to the prognose as optimum by the theoretical calculation. For

a systematic characterization of the transported phase space volume, the objects sizes

∆(x, y)exp in a constant fraction by (∆x/∆y)exp = 1 (black boxes), (∆x/∆y)exp = 1/2

(black circle) and (∆x/∆y)exp = 2/1 (black star) are varied.

With the injected emittance εin, the brightness has been improved up to B ≈
2µAmm−2mrad−2MeV−1 at SNAKE, as shown in Fig. 4.16. With small object sizes

as Aobj ≈ 10µm × 10µm a significantly reduced brightness is seen. This is because

the slits particularly cut in addition the angular acceptance of SNAKE due to the

separation of the left and right slit side in z-direction.

EVALUATION OF THE MEASUREMENTS BY THE SIMULATION

For simulation, the injected brightness is assumed to be constant over the injected phase

space. The lines presented in Fig. 4.16 show the simulated brightness at SNAKE under

the same conditions as applied in the experiment with (∆x/∆y)sim = 1 (solid line),

(∆x/∆y)sim = 1/2 (dashed line) and (∆x/∆y)sim = 2/1 (dashed-dotted line). The

simulation reflects the measured data within the experimental uncertainty of ∼ 20%
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Figure 4.16: Evaluation of the experimentally measured values of Bexp at SNAKE [Val15]

depending on the object phase space volume Aobj,SNAKE = ∆xSNAKE × ∆ySNAKE for a di-

vergence (half angle) of ∆θx,y,exp = 46 mrad (∼ 25% lens illumination) at a beam energy

of 20 MeV. The injected brightness is Bin = 2.77µAmm−2mrad−2MeV−1 with an injection

focus diameter of rin = 0.96 mm and a divergence of θin = 2.06 mrad. The objects sizes

∆(x, y)exp are varied in a constant fraction (∆x/∆y)exp as noted in the label of the diagram.

The lines show the simulated brightness (γ = 80%) at SNAKE for the same conditions as in

the experiment with (∆x/∆y)sim as labeled.

for all experimentally measured cases.

4.5.1 CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

With the new high brightness Multicusp ion source [Mos12], a beam brightness of

B ≈ 2.8µAmm−2mrad−2MeV−1 has been injected with εin = 4π2 mm2 mrad2 into the

tandem accelerator. This resulted in a 20 times larger brightness of the beam at

SNAKE with B = 2µAmm−2mrad−2MeV−1. The new microbeam slit system is a pre-

requisite for the high beam brightness to be transported to SNAKE. Thus, submicrom-

eter resolution can be achieved not only for single ion detection setup [Hau06; Dat02],

but also with currents up to Iexp = 100 pA for material analysis [Rei02].
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Chapter 5

H-INTERACTION ON

SURFACES IN METALS FOR

H-STORAGE

Parts of the content reprinted with permission from:

S. Wagner, M. Moser, C. Greubel, K. Peeper, P. Reichart, A. Pundt, G. Dollinger,

Hydrogen microscopy - Distribution of hydrogen in buckled niobium

hydrogen thin films, International Journal of Hydrogen Energy 38 31 (2013) 13822

- 13830.

Using hydrogen for fuel cells is one of the global tasks, in order to make use of green

energy. The advantage is, that hydrogen is easily produced from and back to electrical

current and it may be stored over longer time. One of the possibilities is, to store

the hydrogen in solid state, like metals, because the hydrogen can be embedded in the

matrix structure from metal hydrides. One problem of hydrogen absorption in thin

metal films clamped to rigid substrates is the mechanical stress, that changes with the

hydrogens chemical potential.

The hydrogen uptake and its mechanical stress relaxation in micrometer dimensions is

studied on a model system of a Niobium (Nb) thin film clamped to a silicon wafer.

5.1 DISTRIBUTION OF HYDROGEN IN BUCK-

LED NIOBIUM FILMS

Hydrogen absorption in metals causes volume expansion of the metal host lattice. In

metal-hydrogen thin films (with concentration cH in hydrogen atoms per metal atom,
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Figure 5.1: Cross section of an ideal buckle, resulting from local detachment of a film from

the substrate. In the buckle mechanical stress is released. In niobium hydrogen thin films

isolated buckles reach lateral dimensions on the order of 100µm (see below) and heights on

the order of several µm [Pun07].

[H/Me]) clamped on elastically hard substrates, this results in a biaxial stress state: as

lateral film expansion is suppressed, large compressive in-plane stresses occur [Pun06]

increasing by several GPa per [H/Me]. If the elastic energy stored in the film exceeds

the films work of adhesion to the substrate, stress can be released globally by film

peeling or locally by buckle formation [Nik05; Pun07]. This situation is depicted in

Fig. 5.1, showing the cross section of a single buckle for a Nb film deposited on Si and

capped with Pd.

Mechanical stress σij yields an additive contribution to the chemical potential of hy-

drogen in metals [Lar85]. This stress is induced by the volume expansion due to the

interstitial lattice sites, which are occupied by hydrogen as a consequence of the hy-

drogen loading. One can determine a critical hydrogen concentration c∗H for the onset

of buckling [Pun07] (as discussed in detail in [Wag13]). The stress dependency of the

chemical potential strongly affects the thermodynamic properties of metal-hydrogen

systems. Due to the presence on compressive stress, the hydrogen solubility is re-

duced and hydride phases, precipitating at the solid solution limit, are destabilized

[Wag08; Piv09; Wag11]. While the onset of buckling only depends on the elastic en-

ergy stored in a film and is not necessarily related to a structural phase transition,

stress relaxation can cause preferential hydride formation in the buckled film fraction

[Wag08]. Here, the question appears, to which extent local stress relaxation influences

the local hydrogen distribution in metalhydrogen thin films.

Because of their thermodynamic stability, niobium hydrogen thin films have been cho-

sen as a model system for the investigations. Contrary to conventional experimental

methods integrating over the sample volume, such as resistivity measurements or in-

situ XRD, the hydrogen concentration is studied on a local scale in the present survey,

enabling the determination of the atomic hydrogen content with µm-resolution. For

this, the coincident elastic proton–proton scattering analysis is used, which shows the

potential to analyze these effects.
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5.2 3D HYDROGEN MICROSCOPY ON Nb

THIN FILMS ON SILICON

5.2.1 SAMPLE PREPARATION

A 65µm thick Si-wafer (100) is used as substrate for niobium thin films. This thickness

is thin enough for all protons to be detected. It is also thick enough for comfortable

sample handling and mounting and furthermore to separate hydrogen contamination

between front (A) and back surface (B), see Fig. 5.2. However, the depth resolution

of the method is not enough to separate the niobium thin film from the Si–wafer sur-

face. Hence, a niobium layer thickness in the range of 630 − 800 nm is chosen, large

enough to give a clear hydrogen signal when loaded with hydrogen. This signal is well

above the natural hydrogen/hydrocarbon contamination of about some 1015 H–at/cm2,

that is usually observed from wafer surfaces that have not been cleaned/etched (see

Fig. 5.2c).

The Niobium thin films have been prepared at room temperature by argon sputter

deposition in an UHV system with a background pressure below 2 · 10−10 mbar. The

argon pressure during sputtering has been 2 · 10−4 mbar and the sputter rate has been

1.1 nm/min. The thickness variation, measured by profilometry with a Dektak appa-

ratus, is in the range of 5%. To protect the Nb films from oxidation and to facilitate

hydrogen loading, the films were covered with a 20 nm palladium capping layer.

5.2.2 HYDROGEN LOADING

The Nb films have been electrochemically charged with hydrogen in a controlled way

by anodic polarization in an electrolyte mixture containing 2/3 glycerin (80%) and 1/3

phosphoric acid (80%). The resulting hydrogen concentrations have been calculated

according to Faraday’s law [Kir88]. During the loading procedure the electromotoric

force (EMF) of the samples has been measured in reference to an Ag/AgCl standard

electrode [Kir88]. As hydrogen is preferentially dissolved in Nb in the investigated con-

centration range (see below), the thin Pd capping layer has been neglected throughout

the calculations and the concentrations are given in [H/Nb]. The onset of buckling in

the films has been observed in-situ by means of light microscopy. Furthermore, the

areal fraction of the buckles has been determined with the image analysis software

ImageJ.
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5.2.3 SETUP PARAMETER OF THE EXPERIMENT

A 20 MeV proton beam has been used to analyze the Nb-Si samples. A depth resolution

of about 8µm on the front side and about 5µm on the back side for the 65µm Silicon

samples have been determined. In total, the proton–proton scattering technique at the

microprobe SNAKE suits all requirements, to analyze local hydrogen contents in the

metal-hydrogen systems on the micrometer scale.

In order to calibrate the yield, a sample (see Fig. 5.2b) is measured, that consists of two

900 nm thick Mylar layers, which are placed on the front (A) and back surface (B) of a

pristine Nb coated Si wafer (65µm thickness). It is possible to calibrate the yield at the

depth of z = 0 from surface (A) with the known H-content in Mylar (3 · 1018 H–at/cm2

each). All later analyses refer to this calibration (z = 0).

From this calibration, an uncertainty in coincidence detection efficiency of ∼ 5% arises.

In addition, the beam charge Q measurement results in a relative uncertainty for the

number of incident protons of 10%. Thus, a total relative uncertainty for the hydrogen

concentration of about 12% is obtained. However, local changes of the hydrogen content

can be detected much better and are only limited by the event statistics.

With our filtering system, a detection limit smaller than 2.3 ·1013 H–at/cm2 is achieved

in this experiment, corresponding to 0.19 at–ppm for hydrogen in the Nb-layer (see

Fig. 5.2c). This has been evaluated from the events obtained between the surface

hydrogen peaks of a pristine sample not covered by Mylar, showing this low hydrogen

content in the bulk of the Silicon sample.

5.3 RESULTS

5.3.1 BUCKLING OF NbH THIN FILMS

Fig. 5.3 shows the temporal evolution of buckles in a 630 nm NbH thin film from

optical microscopy. Buckles are detached and elevated parts of the film appear dark

in the micrographs. Due to the considerable large thickness of the Nb film, the film

already contains a limited number of buckle-precursors and isolated buckles with lateral

extensions up to 100µm in the pristine state. The buckles compensate for the initial

compressive stress state of the film [Lau99], resulting from the lattice mismatch between

film and substrate. At an average hydrogen concentration c∗H = 0.16H/Nb, the pristine

buckles have grown slightly and the formation of new buckles starts. At cH = 0.32H/Nb

approximately 25% of the depicted film area is buckled and the buckles have started to

percolate, forming an extended network of wrinkles. However, in between the buckles
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Figure 5.2: a) Illustration of the scattering geometry for coincident pp-scattering analy-

sis including the identical sample configuration as for later analysis (65µm thick Si-wafer

with Niobium coating). Additionally 900 nm thick Mylar layers are placed on front (A)

and back surface (B) in order to get a clear hydrogen signal with defined hydrogen content

(3·1018 H–at/cm2 each). The sum energy Esum of the scattered coincident protons is analyzed

and converted into a depth scale shown in b). The front surface (A) shows a slightly worse

depth resolution of 8µm, compared to the back surface (B) with a depth resolution of 5µm,

due to longer proton paths through the sample and hence larger energy loss straggling. c)

The spectra for the pristine sample without Mylar but little surface contamination is shown.

Accidental coincidences result in events with random energy.

the film stays attached to the substrate.

According to these results, one batch of samples has been loaded up to the onset of new

buckle formation at cH = 0.16H/Nb and a second batch of samples has been loaded up

to cH = 0.30H/Nb, in order to study the lateral hydrogen distributions in the films.

5.3.2 H-CONTENT OF PRISTINE SAMPLES

In order to determine the background hydrogen content due to natural/virgin hydrogen

on the surfaces and in the films, a pristine Niobium-coated sample is analyzed without

any contact to the electrolyte as well as a sample placed in the electrolyte for 12 h but

without loading procedure. For the samples with the thin Nb layer, an H-areal density

of (2.30± 0.28) · 1015 H–at/cm2 on the front side and on the uncoated side the H-area

density of (2.00 ± 0.22) · 1015 H–at/cm2 is measured. Within the experimental uncer-

tainties, the enhancement due to the coating of the surface of (0.3±0.4)·1015 H–at/cm2

is not significant, i.e., the coating process does not influence the natural hydrogen con-
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Figure 5.3: a) Light microscopy image of a pristine Nb film (630 nm) with a limited number

of initial buckles and buckle-precursors. b) At cH = 0.16H/Nb the initial buckles have grown

and new buckles appear. c) With further increasing concentration, the buckles start to form

a continuous network of wrinkles.

tamination on the surface. With this, a 2σ upper limit smaller than 1.1 ·1015 H–at/cm2

can be given. For the sample which has been placed in the electrolyte without loading

an H-content of (0.70 ± 0.08) · 1017 H–at/cm2, is measured. This significant enhance-

ment is due to the contamination of the sample surface with electrolyte and has to be

subtracted as a systematic uncertainty from the resulting hydrogen contents after H

loading. Storing niobium thin films in electrolyte without setting a loading current does

not lead to hydrogen absorption in the films, as revealed by long-term measurements

of the electromotoric force.

5.3.3 HYDROGEN MAPPING AND PROFILING

Fig. 5.4a shows a buckled area of an 800 nm NbH film, loaded up to a nominal hydro-

gen concentration of cH = 0.30H/Nb and left in air after hydrogen loading for 120 h

prior to hydrogen microscopy. The total area fraction of buckles in this film has been

approximately 30%. On the left of the meander type buckle and in the lower right cor-

ner of the image pure silicon substrate is visible, as the film has peeled off completely

there.

Fig. 5.4b shows the filtered coincident proton–proton scattering events (hydrogen

events) detected from the area visualized in Fig. 5.4a. The hydrogen content is signif-

icantly enhanced in the buckle areas compared to the clamped regions, while nearly

no hydrogen has been detected on the pure silicon substrate, where the Nb film has

peeled off completely. The differences can also clearly be seen in the lateral hydrogen

profile obtained from the projection of the hydrogen content from the shaded stripe in

the area map of Fig. 5.4b. In order to quantify the hydrogen contents in the different
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Figure 5.4: a) CCD camera view onto a buckled area of an 800 nm NbH film with initial

concentration cH = 0.30H/Nb. b) Hydrogen events detected in the film area in a). c) Profile

of the density of scattering events in the film area marked in b). d) For enough statistics

the map in c) with two area cuts as shown in d) area 1 for the buckles and area 2 for the

clamped film is investigated.

areas, two areas (see Fig. 5.4d) are selected whereas area 1 covers the buckle area

and area 2 covers the clamped film. A background corrected hydrogen area density of

(17.8 ± 2.1) · 1017 H–at/cm2 has been determined in the buckle, revealing a hydrogen

concentration of cbu
H = (0.40± 0.05)H/Nb. In the clamped film area the hydrogen area

density is (5.7±0.7) ·1017 H–at/cm2, corresponding to ccl
H = (0.128±0.018)H/Nb. One

might argue, that hydrogen gas forms underneath the buckles. However, as the film

is partially peeled off completely, leaving open buckleborders, the detected hydrogen

has to be dissolved in the metal (no blister formation). The hydrogen concentration

steeply increases at the borders of the buckle and stays nearly constant within the

buckle.

A total area fraction of the buckles of approximately 6% is determined for the sam-

ple, that has been loaded up to cH = 0.16H/Nb. A hydrogen area density (background

corrected) of (12.0±1.4) ·1017 H–at/cm2 in the buckle and (3.9±0.5) ·1017 H–at/cm2 in

the clamped film fraction is determined. The corresponding hydrogen concentrations

are cbu
H = (0.34± 0.04)H/Nb and ccl

H = (0.110± 0.016)H/Nb, respectively.

In Fig. 5.5a, the background corrected hydrogen concentrations determined for clamped

and buckled areas of samples are shown as a function of the nominal hydrogen con-
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Figure 5.5: (a) Background corrected hydrogen concentrations determined by pp-scattering

for clamped and buckled film fractions with initial nominal concentrations of 0.16H/Nb and

0.30H/Nb. A clear grouping into high (buckles) and low (clamped film) concentrated areas is

visible. (b) Hydrogen concentrations determined by pp-scattering for clamped and buckled

film fractions of NbH thin films, compared to the EMF-curve measured for an 800 nm NbH

thin film. The inflection points of the EMF-curve, marked by the crossing points of the tan-

gent lines, represent the phase boundaries of the film [Lau99]. Apparently, the concentrations

determined by pp-scattering fairly well match with the phase boundaries of the films.

centrations. In Fig. 5.5b, these concentrations are compared with the EMF-curve of

an 800 nm NbH film. The inflection points of the EMF-curve correspond to the phase

boundaries of the film [Lau99], amounting cmax
α = (0.11 ± 0.01)H/Nb for the solid so-

lution limit and cmin
α = (0.43± 0.03)H/Nb for the upper limit of the two-phase field.

Apparently, the hydrogen concentrations determined by pp-scattering for clamped film

fractions coincide with the solid solution limit of the films, while the hydrogen concen-

trations in the buckles represent those of the hydride phase.

5.4 DISCUSSION

In the present study, the local hydrogen concentration in partially buckled NbH thin

films has been successfully measured by pp–scattering using 20 MeV protons. It has

been shown that hydrogen is enriched in the buckled, stress relaxed film fractions,

while it is degraded below the nominal concentration in the clamped parts of the

film. The buckles represent the hydride phase, while the clamped film fraction re-

mains in the α-phase. Taking the buckled area fraction of 6% for film with nominal

cH = 0.16H/Nb into account, hydrogen microscopy shows an average concentration
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of (0.120 ± 0.014)H/Nb. For film with initial 0.30H/Nb and a buckled area fraction

of 30%, hydrogen microscopy yields an average of (0.194 ± 0.05)H/Nb. These values

are of the correct order of magnitude, but they somewhat underestimate the original

concentrations. This effect can mainly be attributed to two reasons. First, the NbH

films might have undergone some hydrogen losses in the electrolyte and in air in be-

tween hydrogen loading and hydrogen microscopy. Secondly, the difference can result

from an uncertainty in the determination of the buckled film fraction that has been

only measured for parts of the films surfaces in the light microscope. As the buckle

distribution in thin films is not homogeneous, a systematic error might occur.

The inhomogeneous hydrogen distribution in buckled films and hydrogen concentra-

tions according to the concentration of the hydride phase in the buckles are mainly

attributed to the contribution of mechanical stress to the local hydrogen solubility.

Apparently stress relaxation favors full hydride formation in the buckles even in NbH

thin films with nominal concentrations only slightly above the solid solution limit. The

clamped film fraction, remains in the α–phase, as it is highly stressed.

With these results the stress impact on the hydrogens chemical potential can be inter-

preted quantitatively as it is in detail discussed in [Wag13].

5.5 CONCLUSION

Using coincident proton–proton scattering analysis, mechanical stress is shown to in-

fluence the hydrogen distribution in metal hydrogen thin films on a local scale. Film

buckling accompanied with local stress release strongly enhances the local hydrogen

solubility, while the hydrogen solubility in clamped film fractions is depleted. In buck-

led niobium hydrogen thin films loaded up to nominal hydrogen concentrations within

the two-phase coexistence region, the buckles are shown to form the hydride phase,

whereas the clamped parts of the film remain in the solid solution with hydrogen con-

centrations at the solid solution limit. The measured local hydrogen concentrations are

in fair agreement with those, calculated from a simple model, taking the mechanical

stress impact on the hydrogens chemical potential into account, however, this is not dis-

cussed here. Within this thesis, the investigations prove that the hydrogen–hydrogen

interaction in NbH thin films is reduced, compared to the bulk system.
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSION

At the dedicated proton coincidence detection setup at SNAKE for 3D hydrogen mi-

croscopy new challenges have emerged with a new detector setup for analysis of thick

samples and are covered in this work by 3 main subjects: (1) Sensitivity improvement

for filtering of the pp-coincidence events, (2) new procedure for quantification of the

hydrogen content and (3) new high brightness proton source and beam transport for

optimum beam quality at the experiment.

The sensitivity has been optimized by introducing a new calibration method of the

detectors energy signal. With this, an overall detector resolution of only 30 keV and

a systematic deviation of better than 10 keV has been obtained. As a result, low

energy tails by so called ”cluster effects” are avoided and backround in the tail region

is reduced by a factor of better than 30. As a side effect, the uncertainty of the depth

scale calculated from the energy signal also has been improved to less than 1%.

The quantitative evaluation of the depth profiles has been optimized by a new ap-

proach: A Monte-Carlo simulation code CORTEO is used to simulate all coincident

detector hits depending on the real material composition. For this, the scattering cross

section data has been parameterized over a large energy and angular range with an

accuracy of better than 0.2%. By comparison with experimental data it has been

verified that the code reproduces exactly the physics of the experiment in terms of

multiple scattering effects. The depth scale is calibrated by the simulated data to an

accuracy of better than 1µm. The efficiency of the yield is reduced by multiple scat-

tering effects within the coincidence filter window. This is particularly critical for thick

samples of heavy matrix compositions and usually varies from sample to sample. The

simulation is now used to determine the efficiency function in dependence on the depth

with an accuracy of better than 2% and can be calculated without additional control

measurements using CORTEO. As a result, quantitative hydrogen depth profiles can

now be generated over the whole thickness of the sample. Systematic uncertainties κ
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in the quantification have been revealed and are to be investigated in future studies,

in particular a new beam current measurement has to be developed.

Last but not least, the beam quality is essential for getting best lateral resolution

in 3D hydrogen microscopy as well as a short and tolerable imaging time. The existing

sources did not fulfill the requirements. In this work a large effort has been made in

installing a new high brightness ion source and optimizing the beam transport to the

experiment. Ion optical calculations have been performed in order to find optimum

injection conditions and beam transport parameters through the tandem accelerator.

Additionally, in order to transport the intense beam, a new special microslit system

has been installed with water cooling, temperature stabilization and vibration isolation

in order to cope with the high requirements of blocking an intense high energy beam.

A sufficient beam brightness of 2µAmm−2mrad−2MeV−1 has been achieved at the

experiment SNAKE, meeting the original design value and is about a factor of 20

higher than previous ions sources. An even larger brightness is expected by using the

new microslits as a tandem voltage control and, even more important, use magnetic

instead of electro static lenses at the low energy stage and changing the position of the

proton source to be as close as possible to the injection point of the tandem.
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